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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General Background

The pricing implication of common stocks has drawn considerable attention

since the publication of seminal work of Markowitz (1952) - the mean-variance

portfolio theory. Since then there is an ongoing debate on whether the market

risk factors explain better or there are some other anomalies influencing of

common stock returns.  Based on the mean-variance portfolio theory, Sharpe

((1964), Linter (1965) and Black (1972) then proposed extensively argued assts

pricing theory-the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). The central prediction

of CAPM is that the rate of return associated with common stocks investment

is determined by the extent to which the common stock returns are correlated

with market portfolio. CAPM asserts that the market risk factors proxied by

beta can capture significant variation in common stock returns.

The empirical studies, such as Black, Jensen and Scholes (1972), Miller and

Scholes (1972), Blume and Friend (1973), among others, have also

documented positive relationship between beta and stock returns. However,

there are other empirical evidence (for example, Basu (1977), Banz (1981),

Fama and French (1992), among others) which demonstrate the inability of

market risk factor (beta) in fully explaining common stock returns as opposed

to that suggested by the CAPM. As a result, these studies have evolved the

attempts to identify firm characteristics which explain difference in common

stock returns. Among several firm characteristics, the most prominent ones are

earnings-to-price ratio (Basu (1977)), firm size defines by the market value of
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equity (Banz (1981)), and book-to-market equity ratio (Stattman (1980);

Rosenberg, Reid and Lanstein (1985); Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991)).

The joint role of beta, size, leverage, book-to-market equity and earnings-to-

price in the cross-section of average stock returns was evaluated by Fama and

French (1992). The study demonstrated that firm size and book-to-market

equity tend to absorb the significant role of leverage and earnings-to-price in

average stock returns. Despite of success of the model in empirical studies of

matured capital markets, little is known about the results of applying the model

to emerging and developing capital markets like Nepal. Hence, there is a need

to explore whether CAPM beta alone can predict stock returns, or inclusion of

firm size, and book-to-market equity subsume the beta effect on stock returns

in the context of stock market in Nepal.

1.2 Statement of Problem

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964), Linter (1965),

Mossin (1966) and Black (1972) scripts the origin of asset pricing theory. The

primary implication of the CAPM is that the model is mean-variance

efficiency. This implies that differences in expected returns across stocks and

portfolios are entirely explained by differences in market beta. Put differently,

there exists a positive linear relation between expected returns and market

betas, and variables other than beta should not have power in explaining the

cross-sectional variations in common stock returns. The main attraction of the

CAPM is that it offers influential and naturally agreeable prediction about how

to measure risk and the relation between expected return and risk. However, the

empirical documentation of the model is poor enough to nullify the way it is

used in application.

The empirical tests of the CAPM are based on three implications of the relation

between expected return and market beta implied by the model (Fama and

French (1993)). First expected returns on all assets are linearly related to their

betas, and no other variable has marginal explanatory power, Second, beta

premium is positive, meaning that the expected return on the market portfolio
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exceeds the expected return on assets, whose return are uncorrelated with the

market return. Third, assets uncorrelated the market have expected returns

equal to the risk-free rate, and beta premium is the expected return minus the

risk-free rate. The early empirical tests in US stock markets focused on the

model's predictions about intercept and slope in the relation between expected

return and market beta.  Many tests rejected the basic assumption of CAPM.

For example, Friend and Blume (1970), Black, Jenson and Scholes (1972) and

Stambaugh (1982) documented positive relation between beta and average

stock returns, but it was too flat. The CAPM also predicts that the intercept

term is equal to risk-free rate.  On the contrary, the studies such as by Miller

and Scholes (1972), Blume and Friend (1973), Fama and MacBeth (1973),

among others, found intercept term greater than the average risk-free rate, and

the coefficient on that beta less than the average excess market returns.

However, there are few tests on empirical validity of CAPM in the context of

stock markets in Nepal and studies find no unanimous conclusion about this.

Hence, the present study attempts to test, using more recent data, whether the

central prediction of CAPM holds true in Nepalese stock market.

Contrary to the predictions of the CAPM model, empirical studies have found

that variables relating to firm characteristics have significant explanatory

power for average stock returns, while beta has little power.  The most

prominent variables associated with firm characteristics are firm size, book-to-

market equity, cash flow yield and earnings-to-price ratio.  Among the several

contradictions, earlier one was Basu's (1977) evidence that when common

stocks were sorted on earning -to-price ratios, future returns on high earning-to-

price stocks were observed higher than that predicted by the CAPM.  Similarly,

Reinganum (1981) reported excess retruns on common stocks as a monotone

increasing function of earnings-to-price defined as the ratio earnings per share

to market price per share.  On the contrary, Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok

(1991) observed earnings-to-price ratio to loose its significance in predicting

stock returns.  Similarly La Porta (1996) demonstrated low earning growth

stocks.  The study concluded that not only did low earnings growth stocks yield
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higher average returns than high earnings growth stocks in bear market.

However, the studies have failed to give unanimous conclusion regarding

earnings-to-price effect on stock returns.  On the other hand, in relation to firm

size effect, Banz (1981) Reinhanum (1981), Keim (1983) observed that small

firms have higher returns and larger firms have lower returns than those

predicted by the CAPM. Jagadeesh (1992) also documented no explanatory

power of beta in predicting cross-sectional differences in average returns

because when the test portfolios were constructed the correlations between beta

and firm size were found small.

Finally, Stattman (1980), and Rosenberg, Reid, and Lanstein (1985)

demonstrated high average returns for stocks with high book-to-market equity

ratios that were not captured by their betas. In later period, Chan, Hamao and

Lakonishok (1991) revealed that the ratio of cash flow to price, in addition to

book-to-market equity, could explain stock returns in Japan. There is a theme

in the contradictions of the CAPM summarized in these studies. Rations

involving stock price have information about expected returns missed by

market betas.  However, most empirical tests that have found those

contradictions to the CAPM, involve and error-in-variables problem, since true

betas are unobservable and, thus estimated batas are used as proxy for the

unobservable betas, Handa, Kothari and Wasley (1989) and Kim (1995)

showed that the errors-in-variables problem could induce an underestimation of

price of beta risk and an over estimation of other cross-sectional regression

coefficients associated with firm characteristics variables such as firm size,

book-to-market equity, cash flow to price and earning-to-price that might be

observed with error.  As a matter of fact, a greater correlation between the

estimated betas and firm specific variables causes more downward bias in the

price of beta risk estimate and more exaggeration to the explanatory power of

the firm specific variables.  Hence, this study also attempts to identify whether

higher correlation exists between betas and firm specific variables and examine

the joint role of beta, firm size and book-to-market equity in explaining

common stock returns in the context of Nepal.
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The study basically deals with following issues:

a. What is the relationship between stock returns and firm specific

variables such as stock beta, firm size and book-to-market equity ratio?

b. Does CAPM explain stock returns in Nepal?

c. Whether CAPM beta alone can predict the stock returns, or inclusions of

firm size and book-to-market equity subsume the beta effect on stock

returns?

d. Is there any consistency in explanatory power of firm size, book-to-

market equity, and stock beta when considered individually and when

considered together?

1.3 Objectives of the Study

The main objective of this study is to analyze the cross-sectional variation in

stock returns in Nepal with respect to firm specific factors. However, the

specific objectives of the study are as follows:

a. To identify the relationship between stock returns and firm specific

variables.

b. To evaluate CAPM in explaining stock returns in Nepal.

c. To examine whether CAPM beta alone can predict the stock returns, or

inclusion of firm size and book-to-market the equity subsume the beta

effect on stock returns.

d. To examine the explanatory power of firm size, book-to-market equity,

and stock beta when considered individually and when considered

together.

1.4 Organization of the Study

This study is organized into a total of five chapters.  Chapter one contains

general background of the study including statement of the problem, objectives

of the study, and organization of the study. The chapter two consists of
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conceptual review, review of literatures related to the studies in global context

as well as the review of studies in Nepalese context.  Besides, this chapter ends

up with concluding remarks associated with the findings and major idea of the

studies.  The chapter three covers the research design, nature and sources of

data, selection of enterprises, models used for data analysis and conclusion

along with the limitations of the study.  The chapter four focuses on the

systematic presentation and analysis of data.  This chapter is further divided

into three sections, namely, analysis of secondary data, analysis of primary data

and concluding remarks associated with the major findings of the study.  This

chapter five provides a summary of overview on all works carried out in

chapter one through four including major conclusions derived from the study.

This chapter also includes a separate section for recommendations and the

scope for future research based on major findings of the study.
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Chapter 2

Review of Literature

2.1 Conceptual Framework

Asset pricing theory is concerned with determining how investors choose to

allocate scarce resources among asset.  As the underlying theory suggests, the

investor allocate resources into asset based on the 'object' and 'theory' of

choice.  They indicate the risk-return combination of an investment.  On the

other hand, theory of choices guides on selecting utility maximizing risk-return

combination of an investment that is the most preferable one for the investors.

The basic foundation for asset pricing theory was laid down by Markowitz

(1952) through a seminal work entitled 'Portfolio Selection'.  This work, then,

popularly recognized as 'Morkowitz Diversification'.

Markowitz portfolio theory asserts that the riskiness of a single asset is entirely

different from that of a portfolio of assets.  According to this theory, a single

asset may be made risky when held in isolation, but not much risky when held

in combination with other assets in portfolio.  This conclusion is based on the

idea that the riskiness of a portfolio is not only determined by variance of asset

return, but also by covariance or correlation of returns between assets held in

the portfolio. Markowitz drew attention to the common practice of portfolio

diversification and showed exactly how an investor can reduce the standard

deviation of portfolio returns by choosing stocks that do not move exactly

together.  Hence, Markowitz Diversification suggests that investors become

able to diversify much of their investment risk by holding portfolio of the

assets that are less than perfectly positively correlated.
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Markowitz (1952) portfolio theory provides basic foundation for assets pricing

theory.  The underlying construct of the portfolio theory motivated Sharpe

(1964), Linter (1965), Mossin (1966) and Black (1972) to extend and develop

the assets pricing theory - the capital assets pricing model (CAPM).  The

CAPM states that the expected risk premium on each investment is

proportional to its beta.  It implies that each investment should lie on the

sloping security market line connecting treasury bills (proxy for risk free rate)

and the market portfolio (that is, market return).  The CAPM suggests the

concept of market equilibrium to determine the market price and appropriate

measure of risk for a single asset.  It shows that the equilibrium rates of return

of risky assets are the functions of their covariance with the market portfolio.

The underlying assumption of CAPM is that all investors are price takers and

have homogeneous expectation about asset returns that have a joint normal

distribution. In Theory, when all individuals have homogeneous expectations,

the market portfolio is not necessarily efficient and the equilibrium model of

capital market does not necessarily hold.  Thus, the efficiency of the market

portfolio and the capital asset pricing model are inseparable, joint hypothesis.

It is not possible to test the validity of one without other.

Given the market efficiency, CAPM postulates that only a component of total

risk, which is related to the market, is relevant for pricing of capital assets.  The

CAPM establishes a link between market risk (measured by beta) and return for

all assets.  Therefore, the relationship between expected return and market risk

is the essence of the CAPM.  It takes into account the market related risk of an

asset and compares with the market risk of a well-diversified portfolio.  Thus

equilibrium rate of rate of return for individual assets is given by the CAPM.

This model is able to depict actual market behavior concerned with expected

return and market related risk of portfolio.  The CAPM argues that market

portfolio is a well diversified portfolio; the assets must be priced to compensate

for systematic risk.  The unsystematic risk is uncorrelated with the market, and

therefore, is omitted.  Hence, the theoretical foundation of CAPM reveals that
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stock beta, a measure of systematic risk, can capture much of variations in

common stock returns.

The CAPM has not gone unchallenged.  The validity of the CAPM is

questioned because it posits linear relation between expected returns and beta,

while other firm specific variables such as firm size, book-to-market cross-

sectional returns.  The key ingredient in the model is the use of beta as a

measure of risk. Although, early studies, for example, Friend and Blume

(1970), demonstrated beta to have reasonable predictive power about returns on

a portfolio of common stocks, other empirical evidences, for example, Basu

(1977), Banz (1981), Stambaugh (1994), Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991),

Fama and French (1992), Davis (1994), and Kothari, Shanken and Sloan

(1995), among others, have raised doubt against validity and applicability of

this model.  Many of these studies have one concluded that the factors other

than beta are successful in explaining that portion of common stock returns not

captured by beta.

Several anomalies, other than CAPM beta, have become evident when studies

have attempted to explain actual stock returns.  For example, size effect of

Banz (1981) is one of them, which have demonstrated that common stocks of

firms with small market capitalization provide higher returns than common

stocks of firms with high capitalization, holding other things constant.  Another

irregularity is that common stocks with high earnings-to-price and book-to-

market equity ratio do better them common stock with low ratios.  For

example, Basu (1977) has observed that low price-to-earnings portfolios have

rates of return higher than that could be explained by the CAPM; Chan, Hamao

and Lakoniskok (1991) have documented that book-to-market equity and cash

flow yields are important in explaining common stock returns.  On the other

part of studies, although empirical testing of CAPM by Black, Jenson and

Scholes (1972) has reported a linear empirical market line with positive risk

return trade-off, the intercept term has been found significantly different from

zero that rejects empirical validity of the CAPM.  The study has concluded that
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the price-earnings ratio explains significant portion of common stock returns

not captured by the CAPM and also has suggested that the CAPM is either

miss-specified and requires the addition of factors other than beta to explain

stock returns or that the problem in measuring beta are systematically a related

to variables such as firm size.

2.2 Review of Related Studies

This section provides a review of major empirical studies associated with firm

specific and macroeconomic influences on cross section of common stock

returns.  The review of empirical works along with major conclusions are

presented in four subsections, which consist of review of studies associated

with empirical test of the CAPM, review of empirical evidences inconsistent

with the CAPM, review of studies associated with macroeconomic influences

on common stock returns and reviews of related Nepalese studies.

The central prediction of the CAPM became doubtful in the late 1970s period

when studies documented some ad hoc alternatives explaining the cross section

of common stock returns.  The earlier evidences inconsistent to the CAPM

were documented by Basu (1977) and Banz (1981), who found that earnings-

to-price and market capitalization of equity, respectively, could predict

significant variation in common stock returns than that of by CAPM beta.  In

later period, Fama and French (1992) articulated that book-to-market equity

ratio have significant explanatory power in predicting common stock returns.

The empirical evidences inconsistent to CAPM are discussed in the following

subsections dividing into size effect, earning-to-price effect, book-to-market

effect and mixed effect.

Banz (1981) examined the relationship between other market value of equity

and common stock returns.  The study included of all common stocks quoted

on the NYSE for at least five years between 1926 and 1975.  Data were derived

from monthly returns file of the Center for Research in Security Price (CRSP)

of the University of Chicago.  Using pooled cross-sectional and time series

regression of the form given in Equation 2.1, the study reported that small
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NYSE firms, on average, have significantly larger risk adjusted returns than

large NYSE firms. The evidence suggested that the CAPM was misspecified.

In other words, the study found negative statistical association between returns

and beta documented in the earlier studies of the CAPM.  However, the study

also reported that the size effect was not linear in the market proportion but was

also most pronounced for the smallest firm in the sample.  The effect was also

not very stable through time.  An analysis of the ten year sub-periods showed

substantial differences in the magnitude of the coefficient of the size factor.

Finally, the study concluded no theoretical foundation for such an effect, and it

was even not confirmed whether the factor was size itself or whether size was

just a proxy for one or more true but unknown factors correlated with size.

Therefore, it suggested to offer conjectures and ever to discuss some factors of

which size was suspected to proxy.

Additional evidence in Reinganum (1990) suggested that the relative price

behavior of small and large firms might differ for over-the counter (OTC)

stock.  Using data for the 1973-1988 period, the study reported significantly

lower returns for small OTC stocks then NYSE and AMEX firms with the

same size and it also found the small-firm premium for OTC stocks much

lower than the NYSE and AMEX stocks.  This study further noted such

differences to exist because of the differences in liquidity and differential costs

of trading small stocks in these two types of markets.  Hence, the basic

implication of this study is that market structure may be an important influence

on the measured size effect.

Following the discovery of a size premium in the US equity markets, numerous

studies have demonstrated its existence in the most markets around the world.

Models similar to (2.3) had been estimated for France (Hawawini and Viallet

(1987)), United Kingdom (Corhay, Hawawini and Michel (1988)), Belgium

(Hawawini, Michel and Corhay (1989)), Canada (Calvet and Lefoll (1989)) and

Japan (Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991)). In case of all these countries, no

relationships were observed, on average, and between return and beta risk
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when all months of the year were considered.  There was, however, a

significant negative relationship between returns and portfolio size in all

countries except Canada and France.  The size premium was found to be

positive in all countries during the reported sample periods.  As was the case

for US data, differences in beta across size portfolios could not explain

differences in returns.

Kenz and Ready (1997) analayzed the risk premia on size and book-to -market

that included a robust regression estimator. By comparing  the results from the

standard least square regressions to the results from least trimmed square

regressions with various trimming proportions, the authors showed that

negative relation between firm size and average returns was driven by a few

extreme positive returns in each month. In fact, when only one precent of each

month's observations were trimmed, there was a significant positive relation

between firm size and average returns. Thus, this result contradicts with usual

negative relation between firm size and stock returns.

There are some studies which also advocate in favor of the CAPM beta effect

as compared to ad hoc size effects. For example, in an attempt to examine the

scenario where the CAPM is true and where it is false, Grauer (1999)

investigated whether the coefficients from regression of population expected

excess returns on distinguish between scenarios. The data set explored in the

studies consisted of 10 size portfolios complied from all NYSE and AMEX

stocks contained in the CRSP database with returns from the period of 1926 to

1989. The author used ordinary least square (OLS) and generalized least square

(GLS) regressions and reported true coefficients of OLS and GLS as predicted

in the case where CAPM was true. The results also indicated negative size

coefficients in an OLS and GLS regression of expected excess returns on equal

weighted portfolio betas and size. However, author postulated that the size

effect was simply an artifact caused by using equal-weighted proxy portfolio

betas instead of market portfolio betas.
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In recent period, Gomes, Kogen and Zhang (2003) examined a link between

expected stock returns and firm characteristics suc has firm size and the book-

to-market ratio. Using Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions of stock returns

in size and book-to-market equity and conditional market betas, the logarithm

of market value (firm size) appeared to contain useful information about the

cross-section of common stock returns. The relation between returns and size

was found significantly negative. The study also confirmed the importance of

the book-to-market ratio in addition to the size explaining the cross-sectional

properties of stock returns.

The ratio of book-to-market equity deserves mention because of its significant

predictive power to predict cross sectional differences in stock returns both in

the United States and other countries.  As in the case for the other variables

discussed, there is no theoretical model which predicts that book-to-market

should be able to explain the cross sectional behavior of stock returns.

However, investment analyst (for example, Graham and Dodd (1940)) have

long argued that the magnitude of the deviation of current market price from

book value per share is an important indicator of expected returns.  A

succession of studies (for example, Stattman (1980), Heim (1983), Rosenberg,

Reid and Lanstein (1985), DeBondt and Thaler (1987), and Fama and French

(1992), among others) have documented a significant positive relation between

book-to-market equity and stock returns.  This section provides a review on

some of the empirical studies in this regard.  Table 2.3 provides a list of

empirical evidence on book-to-market effect made their major findings.

Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991) attempted to study cross sectional

differences in stock returns in the context of stock market in Japan using four

variables, namely, earnings-to-price, cash flow yield, size and book-to-market

equity.  The study used monthly data on stocks listed in the Tokyo stock

exchange (TSE) from January 1971 to December 1988.
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The joint roles of market beta, size, earnings, yield, leverage and book-to-

market equity in the cross section of average returns was evaluated by Fama

and French (1992) using all non-financial firms in the intersection of the

NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ returns file from the CRSP and the merged

COMPUSTAT annual industrial files of income statement and balance sheet

data covering the period from July 1963 to December 1990.  The study

revealed strong relationship between the average returns on stocks and size, but

there was no reliable relation between average returns and beta.  When stock

returns were sorted based on earnings-to-price, a familiar U-shape relation was

observed.  The relation between average return and book-to-market equity was

strongly positive.  The regressions results also confirmed the importance of

Book-to-Market equity in explaining the cross section of average stock returns.

This Book-to-Market equity relation was found stronger than the size effect.

When both size and book-to-market equity were included in the regressions,

the average size slope was still negative 1.99 standard errors from zero; the

Book-to-Market slope was an impressive 4.44 standard errors from zero.  The

reported Book-to-Market as consistently the most powerful factor explaining

the cross section of the average stock returns for the two sub-periods

considered, whereas size effect was found weaker in later sub-period from

1977 to 1990.

Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishney (1994) examined whether glamour stocks

have negative returns around subsequent earnings announcements, and value

stocks have positive returns.  This was consistent with the market having the

wrong expectation initially.  Value strategies call for buying stocks that have

low prices relative to some measure of value (i.e.  earnings, dividends,

historical prices, or book assets).  Value strategies seem to produce excess

returns-but this is because they are contrarian (to native strategies such as

extrapolating past earnings growth, or over-reacting to news so that glamour

stocks are overpriced), or they are fundamentally riskier.  The sample period

covered in the study was from the end of April 1963 to the end of the end of
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April 1990.  Using returns data from CRSP and Accounting Data from

COMPUSTAT for universe of stocks in NYSE and AMEX, the authors found

that glamour stocks did underperform relative to value stocks over 1968-90

period apparently because market consistently over estimated future growth

rates of glamour stocks relative to value stocks.  Also value stocks were no

more risky then glamour stocks.

A different view on cross-section variations in common stock returns was

presented by Kothari, Shanken and Sloan (1995). The study examined whether

beta could explain cross-sectional variations in average returns over the post-

1940 periods as well as longer post-1926 period, and whether Book-to-Market

equity could capture cross-sectional variations in average returns over a longer

1947 to 1987 period.  The study noted that the relationship between Book-to-

Market equity and returns was weaker and less consistent than that in Fama and

French (1992).  It claimed that past Book-to-Market results using

COMPUSTAT data were affected by a selection bias and thus provided

indirect evidence.  Using an alternative data source from standard and poor's

industry level from 1947 to 1987, the study further noted that Book-to-Market

was at best weakly related to average stock returns.  The study presented

evidence that average returns could indeed reflect substantial compensation for

beta risk, provided that betas were measured at the annual interval.  Thus, the

failure of a significant relation between Book-to-Market equity and returns to

emerge from the standard and poor's industry portfolios posed a serious

challenge to Book-to-Market equity "Empirical Asset Pricing Model".

In a very recent year, Fama and French (2008) assessed the effect of Book-to-

Market equity in different approach and studied that whether the past changes

in Book-to-Market and price did contain independent information about the

expected cash flows that could enhance the estimates of expected return.  The

study used data from 1926 to 2006 for both ABM stocks (All but Micro Stocks

of all 20th percentile of market cap) and Microcap stocks (below the 20th

percentile of NYSE market cap) from NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ.  The
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study also examined the effect in terms of sheer issue, changes in price and

book equity per share and new issue of shares.  The study reported significant

positive coefficient of Book-to-Market equity for both ABM and Microcap

stocks implying that higher Book-to-Market stocks that could have higher

returns than lower Book-to-Market stocks.  The study simply reconfirmed the

significance of Book-to-Market effect in explaining the stock returns.

Size, earning-to-price and book-to market equity are computed using a

common variable market equity or market price per share.  Most studies use

market value of equity as firm size, whereas it is also used as a common

denominator in calculating earnings-to-price, and book-to-market equity ratios.

Therefore, studies have also explored some mixed evidences on joint effect of

these variables on common stock returns. The empirical evidences on mixed

effects of firm specific variables on stock returns are listed in Table 2.4 along

with major findings.

In an attempt to examine the cross-section of common stock returns, Davis

(1994) used data from July 1940 to June 1963 with respect to beta, Book-to-

Market equity, earnings-to-price, among others during Pre-COMPUSTAT era.

The data for the study were taken from two sources.  Book values, earnings,

cash flows and sales figures were from the Moody's Industrial Manuals that

were published from 1940 to 1962. Stock returns, stock prices and market

values of equity were from the University of Chicago CRSP monthly file of

NYSE and AMEX firms after June 1962.  Using these data sets, the study

found significant relationship between certain variables such as Book-to market

equity, cash flow yield and earning-to-price, and subsequent returns during the

period from July 1940 to June 1963.  The result reported significant

explanatory power of natural log of Book-to market equity with respect to

subsequent stock returns in cross-sectional regression analysis as well.  The

study also demonstrated a January seasonal in the explanatory power of several

of the independent variables; much of the book-to-market equity, and earning-

to-price effects were in January.
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Fama and French(1995) analyzed whether the behavior of stock prices, in

relation to size and book-to-market equity, reflect the behavior of earnings.

The study focused on six portfolios formed yearly from a simple sort into three

groups on Book-to-Market equity.  Using NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ stocks

data from 1963 to 1992, the study attempted to provide an economic

foundation for empirical relations between average stock returns and size, and

average stock returns and Book-to-Market equity observed in Fama and French

(1992).  The evidence presented in this study showed that size and Book-to

market equity were related to profitability.  The result confirmed that firms

with high Book-to market equity tended to be persistently distressed and

conversely, low book-to-market equity stocks were found to be associated with

sustained a strong profitability.  The study also revealed small stocks to be less

profitable than big stocks made in Book-to-Market equity groups.  The study

articulated that the size and Book-to-Market risk factor in stock returns should

have traced to common factors in shocks to expected earnings that were related

to size and Book-to market equity.

In an attempt to reexamine the relationship between firm size, and Book-to

market ratio and security returns.  Barber and Lyon (1997) used holdout sample

of financial firms along with non-financial firms from July 1973 through

December 1994.  The analysis revealed similar relation between size, Book-to-

Market, and security returns for financial and non-financial firms.  The

evidence documented the robustness of the Book-to market and return relation.

Further, the study showed that survivorship bias in COMPUSTAT data would

not significantly affect the estimate of the size or Book-to market premium for

either financial or non-financial firms, as suggested by Kothari, Shanken and

Sloan (1995).  The results indicated that firm size and Book-to market ratios

would explain in on economically meaningful way cross-sectional variation in

security returns.

The joint evaluation of explanatory power of beta, firm size, Book-to-Market

equity, and the earning-to-price ratio for average stock returns was made by
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Kim (1997) correcting two currently controversial biases: selection bias in

COMPUSTAT and errors in variable bias.  The purpose of the study was to

reassess whether firm size, Book-to-Market equity. An earnings-to-price did

have significant explanatory power to average stock returns.  The study was

based on stock returns and firm size data on all NYSE and AMEX firms listed

on the CRSP monthly return five for at least two years during the period July

1958 to December 1993 and for at least one month after June 1963.  The study

found that the selection bias in COMPUSTAT data have no significant impact

on the estimation from Book-to-Market equity.  As expected, when the error in

variable bias was connected, betas were found to have a significant positive

relation with average stock returns, regardless of the presence of firm size,

Book-to-Market equity and earnings-to-price in the model.  Remarkably, the

study documented the firm size being marginally significant in explaining

average stock returns when monthly returns were used, but insignificant when

quarterly returns were used.  These results supported market betas more

strongly. Earnings-to-price was also found insignificant when betas were

included.  However, Book-to-Market equity was still found to have significant

explanatory power to average stock returns, even though the error in variables

bias was corrected.

In an attempt to offer simple model of time varying beats as way of

demonstrating the importance of beta are explaining the cross section of

realized stock returns, Howton and Peterson (1998) used returns files of all

non-financial firms of NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ obtained from CRSP

covering the sample period from July 1977 to June 1994.  Using dual beta asset

pricing model, with risk changing according to a determination of bull and bear

markets, the study attempted to test if beta could explain the cross section of

realized stock returns.  The study also attempted to determine whether beta

alone could provide an explanation of returns and also if the improve

measurement of beta could affect the importance of market equity and Book-

to-Market equity.  When a constant risk beta was the only independent
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variable, it was not significant.  When the additional independent variables-

market equity, Book-to-Market equity and earnings-to-price were added to the

model, the result indicated significant beta estimated with constant risk model.

The Book-to market equity coefficient was significantly positive and

coefficient of size was not significant.

The same study revealed that the coefficient of earnings yield dummy being

insignificantly negative implying that positive and negative earnings affected

returns differently.  However, when the bull-market beta was used as the only

independent variables, its coefficient was found significantly positive. When

the other independent variables were included, the bull-market beta still

retained its significance, whereas all other independent variables loosed their

significance.  The results from regressions with bear-market betas indicated

significance negative relation with returns.  The authors reasoned that one

would expect highly risky firms would do worse than less risky firms in poor

market conditions.  Thus, one would expect negative relation between risk and

return in a bear-market.

In an effort to distinguish the risk model from characteristic model to find

independent variation in characteristic and risk loading unrelated to Book-to-

Market equity, Davis, Fama and French (2000) covered 68 years of period from

July 1929 to June 1997 and included all NYSE industrial firms as sample.  The

study revealed a robustness of value premium in average stock returns and a

smaller 'size effect'.  The three factor risk premium model was found to explain

value premium better than characteristics model.  However, when portfolios

were formed from independent sorts of stocks on size and Book-to-Market

equity, the three factor model was rejected.  The study, thus, concluded that

three factor models was just a model and thus an incomplete description of

expected returns and the model's shortcomings were just not those prediction

by the characteristics model.
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Similarly, Daniel, Titman and Wei (2001) evaluated the return pattern in

Japanese portfolios with a reference to explanatory power of Fama and French

(1993) three factor model verses Daniel and Titman (1997) characterstics

model.  The study examined monthly data on common stocks listed in Tokyo

stock exchange from January 1971 to December 1997 for the purpose of testing

portfolios sorted on firm size and Book-to-Market ratio.  The results indicated

that smaller firms and high Book-to-Market firms could earn many high CAPM

risk-adjusted abnormal returns and suggested that CAPM could not hold true

for Japanese data. When portfolios were sorted on the size, Book-to-Market

and factor loading, the results demonstrated a positive relation between average

mean excess returns and factor loading rankings.  However, the study also

revealed no significant relation between factor loadings and returns within a

size and Book-to-Market equity group.

The significance of explanatory power of size and Book-to-Market equity in

explaining cross section of common stock returns was evaluated by Chou and

Wang (2004).  The study covered the period from July of 1963 through

December of 2001. The empirical results showed a significant negative relation

between size and stock returns over full sample period, whereas a significant

positive relation between Book-to-Market equity ratio and stock returns.  The

relationship between beta and stock returns was found to be flat.  The study

revealed the diminishing coefficient of size for out of sample period 1982-

2001.  The results over sub-period indicated a significant positive relation of

Book-to-Market equity for the period 1963-1989 returns, but the relationship

was insignificant for the post sample 1990-2001. The authors noted that

explanatory power of these two characteristics disappeared after the papers

highlighting them were published.  However, the results for the month of

January indicated that beta significantly could account the cross-sectional

variation in stock returns in January.  The coefficients of size were significantly

native for every period, suggesting the existence of a significant January size

effect.  The results showed a significant size effect for the non January months,
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but Book-to-Market equity effect was always significantly positive.  Thus, the

authors concluded the size effect as being the January effect, and Book-to-

Market equity as non January effect.

The effect of company characteristics on common stock returns in Indian

context was analyzed by Kumar and Sehgal (2004) using adjusted month end

data for share prices of 364 companies from July 1989 to March 1999.  The

share price data were taken from Capital Market Line Software.  The Bombay

stock exchange (BSE) national index was used as a surrogate for aggregate

wealth and yields on 91-day Treasury bills were used as a risk free proxy.  As

for the priori expectation, the study revealed a strong negative relationship

between firm size and stock returns.  The empirical results, however, provided

a mixed picture in relation to value effect.  The returns on the portfolio sorted

on Book-to-Market equity were almost identical; however, a strong and

positive value effect emerged for earnings-to-price sorted portfolio.

Cross section of stock returns on the Shanghai stock exchange (SSE) was

investigated by Wong, Tan and Liu (2006).  The study explored the cross-

sectional stock returns behavior on the share market of the SSE.  They

estimated the effects of beta, firm size, Book-to-Market equity ratio and a

variable unique to the Chinese stock markets.  The proportion of firm's floating

equity over total equity of SSE for the period 1993-2002.  The study revealed

the negative relation of stock returns with beta and firm size and positive

relation with Book-to-Market equity ratio.  The results indicated that returns

are higher for small, value stock with low systematic risk.  Size was found to

be positively related with beta but negatively related with stock returns, and

Book-to-Market equity ratio.  The study suggested that larger firms have higher

systematic risk and lower returns, and value stocks have higher returns, lower

systematic risk and are smaller in size.

Guan, Hansen, Leikam and Shaw (2007) examined the validity of CAPM and

analyzed whether idiosyncratic variables such as firm size, Book-to-Market and
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price-to-earnings ratio could explain average cross-sectional variation in stock

returns.  The study employed more rigorous statistical methods to control for

beta shifts.  The analysis was done using all firms from the NYSE, AMEX,

NASDAQ return files from CRSP.  The ability to explain cross-sectional

returns was estimated for eight different estimates of beta.  The result showed

idiosyncratic variables to be related with expected returns, even if the CAPM

generated the expected return.  The study documented the evidence supportive

to validity of the CAPM.  The presence of size, Book-to-Market and price-to-

earnings effects for average cross-sectional returns were found not inconsistent

with a valid CAPM. The study also revealed a negative relation of expected

returns with size and positive relation with Book-to-Market and earning-to-

price variables, given the expected returns generated by the CAPM.  The

results further suggested a decrease in significance of idiosyncratic variables

when measurement errors in beta could be reduced.

In an attempt to evaluate the joint role of market beta, size, earnings-to-price

and Book-to-Market equity in the cross section of average returns on the stocks

of Athens stock exchange (ASE), Michailidis, Tsopoglow and Papanastasiou

(2007) covered a period from January 1997 to December 2003.  The study

indicated no relation between size and average returns and beta when portfolios

were formed on size alone.  It revealed contradictory results in every year of

the study where low beta portfolio provided higher returns than high beta

portfolios.  The sample size sorted portfolio, thus did not seem to support

Sharpe, Linter, Black (SLB) prediction of positive relation between beta and

average return.  The study observed no relation between earnings-to-price and

average returns and between average returns and Book-to-Market equity.

The same study also attempted to evaluate joint roles of market beta, size,

earnings-to-price and Book-to-Market equity and found no supportive evidence

of these variables in explaining stock returns.  When portfolios were formed on

size, the combination of these variables indicated no power of interpreting

average returns.  However, the intersection of the variables with beta sorting
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criterion for creating portfolio supported the idea that when beta, size and

Book-to-Market equity were combined together, the model could explain the

variation in average returns.  The more reliable results were provided when

portfolios were created on the bases of Book-to-Market equity.  The study

concluded that relations between returns and economic variables that measure

variation in business condition were affected from the general economic

situation and might help expose the nature of the economic risk captured by

firm's fundamental variables like size, Book-to-Market equity and earning-to-

price.

Nartea, Ward and Djajadikerta (2009) attempted to confirm the size, Book-to-

Market and momentum effects in New Zealand stock market using the data

from 1995 to 2004.  The selected stocks were ranked by size and sorted into

two groups-small and big-with an equal number of stocks in each group.  The

stocks were also independently ranked by the Book-to-Market ratio and then

sorted into three groups of equal size- low, medium and high Book-to-Market

groups.  The study demonstrated the Book-to-Market effect with low returns

increasing from low to high Book-to-Market portfolios for both small and big

stocks.  It reported a return premium of 26.42 percent per annum for small

firms with high Book-to-Market relative to small firms with low Book-to-

Market, and a premium of 10.68 percent per annum for big firms with Book-to-

Market compared with big firms with low Book-to-Market.  The size effect,

however, was not as strong.  Small firms and outperformed large firms only in

the high Book-to-Market category, with the return premium 15.46 percent per

annum.  There appeared a reversal of the size effect for low and medium Book-

to-Market categories but the return differences were not statistically significant.

The authors postulated that this could be due to stocks in the New Zealand

market being relatively small by international standards and compounded by

the fact that top 15 companies account for nearly half of the total market

capitalization of domestic markets.
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On the contrary to the number of studies associated with the cross-sectional and

macroeconomic volatility of stock returns in context of US and other developed

capital markets, there are few empirical works in the context of Nepal. This

sub-section provides review of empirical works associated with cross-sectional

variation in common stock return in context of Nepalese stock market.

In an attempt to address the stock market behavior in a small capital market in

the context of Nepal, Pradhan (1993) examined relationship of market equity,

market value to book value, price-earnings ratio, and dividends with liquidity,

leverage, profitability, assets turnover and interest coverage ratio. The study

was based on the dat derived from 17 companies listed in Nepal Stock

Exchange (NEPSE) for the period of 1986 to 1990. The study, among others,

used simple linear regression to test whether profitability are significantly

related to market equity. The study documented that larger stocks have lower

profitability, meaning that returns are negatively related to the market value of

equity. However, the study also noted that returns on larger stocks are less

variable than that on smaller stocks.

Pradhan and Balampaki (2004) examined the fundamental factors affecting

stock returns in the context of Nepal using pooled cross-sectional data of 40

enterprises listed in NEPSE covering a period of 5 years from 1995/96 to

1999/00. The study revealed significant positive effect of earning-to-price and

cash flow yield on dividend yield. Similarly, capital gain yield was found to be

positively influenced by earning to price and size, whereas, the same was

negatively influenced by book-to-market equity. Beside, total yield was

positively determined by earning-to-price and size and negatively determined

by book-to-market equity. The authors found book-to-market equity to be more

informative than other variables.

Baskota (2007) analyzed the effect of trading days, trading volumes, base

money supply, interest rates, inflation and industrial production on the stock

returns using the data from NEPSE for the period 1994 to 2006. The study
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concluded that there is no persistence of volatility in Nepalese stock market and

the stock price movements are not explained by the macroeconomics variables.

In an event analysis conducted in the study, it was concluded that political

events are not only the factors that explain stock price movements in Nepalese

stock market.

The cross sectional variation in common stock returns in Nepal with respect to

market risk premium, size, book-to-market equity, cash flow yield and earnings

yield was examined by K.C. (2009).  The study was based on the data from 48

companies' listed in NEPSE with a total of 291 observations from the period

1998/99 to 2006/07. The study revealed that the joint roles of size, book-to-

market equity, cash flow yield and earnings yield in explaining stock returns in

general do not give strong supportive evidence. When portfolios were formed

on size, the results indicated that large stocks achieve higher returns, higher

excess returns, and larger market risk premium.  However, the size, on a

multiple log-linear model exhibited significant positive relations with stock

returns and excess returns reliable across all the models of simple and multiple

regressions and analysis of portfolios sorted by book-to-market equity. The

author postulated that book-to-market equity is the most significant positive

determinants of stock returns in Nepalese stock market.

To sum up, the studies on firm specific variables have not documented

consistent results.  Some of these studies found that market risk factor as noted

by CAPM explains the significant variation in common stock returns, while

others found that fundamental characteristics associated with firms are

significant in explaining the common stock returns.  Hence, these study

attempts to reexamine the association among these variables in predicting stock

returns in the context of Nepal.
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Chapter 2

Review of Literature

2.1 Conceptual Framework

Asset pricing theory is concerned with determining how investors choose to

allocate scarce resources among asset.  As the underlying theory suggests, the

investor allocate resources into asset based on the 'object' and 'theory' of

choice.  They indicate the risk-return combination of an investment.  On the

other hand, theory of choices guides on selecting utility maximizing risk-return

combination of an investment that is the most preferable one for the investors.

The basic foundation for asset pricing theory was laid down by Markowitz

(1952) through a seminal work entitled 'Portfolio Selection'.  This work, then,

popularly recognized as 'Morkowitz Diversification'.

Markowitz portfolio theory asserts that the riskiness of a single asset is entirely

different from that of a portfolio of assets.  According to this theory, a single

asset may be made risky when held in isolation, but not much risky when held

in combination with other assets in portfolio.  This conclusion is based on the

idea that the riskiness of a portfolio is not only determined by variance of asset

return, but also by covariance or correlation of returns between assets held in

the portfolio. Markowitz drew attention to the common practice of portfolio

diversification and showed exactly how an investor can reduce the standard

deviation of portfolio returns by choosing stocks that do not move exactly

together.  Hence, Markowitz Diversification suggests that investors become

able to diversify much of their investment risk by holding portfolio of the

assets that are less than perfectly positively correlated.
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Markowitz (1952) portfolio theory provides basic foundation for assets pricing

theory.  The underlying construct of the portfolio theory motivated Sharpe

(1964), Linter (1965), Mossin (1966) and Black (1972) to extend and develop

the assets pricing theory - the capital assets pricing model (CAPM).  The

CAPM states that the expected risk premium on each investment is

proportional to its beta.  It implies that each investment should lie on the

sloping security market line connecting treasury bills (proxy for risk free rate)

and the market portfolio (that is, market return).  The CAPM suggests the

concept of market equilibrium to determine the market price and appropriate

measure of risk for a single asset.  It shows that the equilibrium rates of return

of risky assets are the functions of their covariance with the market portfolio.

The underlying assumption of CAPM is that all investors are price takers and

have homogeneous expectation about asset returns that have a joint normal

distribution. In Theory, when all individuals have homogeneous expectations,

the market portfolio is not necessarily efficient and the equilibrium model of

capital market does not necessarily hold.  Thus, the efficiency of the market

portfolio and the capital asset pricing model are inseparable, joint hypothesis.

It is not possible to test the validity of one without other.

Given the market efficiency, CAPM postulates that only a component of total

risk, which is related to the market, is relevant for pricing of capital assets.  The

CAPM establishes a link between market risk (measured by beta) and return for

all assets.  Therefore, the relationship between expected return and market risk

is the essence of the CAPM.  It takes into account the market related risk of an

asset and compares with the market risk of a well-diversified portfolio.  Thus

equilibrium rate of rate of return for individual assets is given by the CAPM.

This model is able to depict actual market behavior concerned with expected

return and market related risk of portfolio.  The CAPM argues that market

portfolio is a well diversified portfolio; the assets must be priced to compensate

for systematic risk.  The unsystematic risk is uncorrelated with the market, and

therefore, is omitted.  Hence, the theoretical foundation of CAPM reveals that
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stock beta, a measure of systematic risk, can capture much of variations in

common stock returns.

The CAPM has not gone unchallenged.  The validity of the CAPM is

questioned because it posits linear relation between expected returns and beta,

while other firm specific variables such as firm size, book-to-market cross-

sectional returns.  The key ingredient in the model is the use of beta as a

measure of risk. Although, early studies, for example, Friend and Blume

(1970), demonstrated beta to have reasonable predictive power about returns on

a portfolio of common stocks, other empirical evidences, for example, Basu

(1977), Banz (1981), Stambaugh (1994), Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991),

Fama and French (1992), Davis (1994), and Kothari, Shanken and Sloan

(1995), among others, have raised doubt against validity and applicability of

this model.  Many of these studies have one concluded that the factors other

than beta are successful in explaining that portion of common stock returns not

captured by beta.

Several anomalies, other than CAPM beta, have become evident when studies

have attempted to explain actual stock returns.  For example, size effect of

Banz (1981) is one of them, which have demonstrated that common stocks of

firms with small market capitalization provide higher returns than common

stocks of firms with high capitalization, holding other things constant.  Another

irregularity is that common stocks with high earnings-to-price and book-to-

market equity ratio do better them common stock with low ratios.  For

example, Basu (1977) has observed that low price-to-earnings portfolios have

rates of return higher than that could be explained by the CAPM; Chan, Hamao

and Lakoniskok (1991) have documented that book-to-market equity and cash

flow yields are important in explaining common stock returns.  On the other

part of studies, although empirical testing of CAPM by Black, Jenson and

Scholes (1972) has reported a linear empirical market line with positive risk

return trade-off, the intercept term has been found significantly different from

zero that rejects empirical validity of the CAPM.  The study has concluded that
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the price-earnings ratio explains significant portion of common stock returns

not captured by the CAPM and also has suggested that the CAPM is either

miss-specified and requires the addition of factors other than beta to explain

stock returns or that the problem in measuring beta are systematically a related

to variables such as firm size.

2.2 Review of Related Studies

This section provides a review of major empirical studies associated with firm

specific and macroeconomic influences on cross section of common stock

returns.  The review of empirical works along with major conclusions are

presented in four subsections, which consist of review of studies associated

with empirical test of the CAPM, review of empirical evidences inconsistent

with the CAPM, review of studies associated with macroeconomic influences

on common stock returns and reviews of related Nepalese studies.

The central prediction of the CAPM became doubtful in the late 1970s period

when studies documented some ad hoc alternatives explaining the cross section

of common stock returns.  The earlier evidences inconsistent to the CAPM

were documented by Basu (1977) and Banz (1981), who found that earnings-

to-price and market capitalization of equity, respectively, could predict

significant variation in common stock returns than that of by CAPM beta.  In

later period, Fama and French (1992) articulated that book-to-market equity

ratio have significant explanatory power in predicting common stock returns.

The empirical evidences inconsistent to CAPM are discussed in the following

subsections dividing into size effect, earning-to-price effect, book-to-market

effect and mixed effect.

Banz (1981) examined the relationship between other market value of equity

and common stock returns.  The study included of all common stocks quoted

on the NYSE for at least five years between 1926 and 1975.  Data were derived

from monthly returns file of the Center for Research in Security Price (CRSP)

of the University of Chicago.  Using pooled cross-sectional and time series

regression of the form given in Equation 2.1, the study reported that small
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NYSE firms, on average, have significantly larger risk adjusted returns than

large NYSE firms. The evidence suggested that the CAPM was misspecified.

In other words, the study found negative statistical association between returns

and beta documented in the earlier studies of the CAPM.  However, the study

also reported that the size effect was not linear in the market proportion but was

also most pronounced for the smallest firm in the sample.  The effect was also

not very stable through time.  An analysis of the ten year sub-periods showed

substantial differences in the magnitude of the coefficient of the size factor.

Finally, the study concluded no theoretical foundation for such an effect, and it

was even not confirmed whether the factor was size itself or whether size was

just a proxy for one or more true but unknown factors correlated with size.

Therefore, it suggested to offer conjectures and ever to discuss some factors of

which size was suspected to proxy.

Additional evidence in Reinganum (1990) suggested that the relative price

behavior of small and large firms might differ for over-the counter (OTC)

stock.  Using data for the 1973-1988 period, the study reported significantly

lower returns for small OTC stocks then NYSE and AMEX firms with the

same size and it also found the small-firm premium for OTC stocks much

lower than the NYSE and AMEX stocks.  This study further noted such

differences to exist because of the differences in liquidity and differential costs

of trading small stocks in these two types of markets.  Hence, the basic

implication of this study is that market structure may be an important influence

on the measured size effect.

Following the discovery of a size premium in the US equity markets, numerous

studies have demonstrated its existence in the most markets around the world.

Models similar to (2.3) had been estimated for France (Hawawini and Viallet

(1987)), United Kingdom (Corhay, Hawawini and Michel (1988)), Belgium

(Hawawini, Michel and Corhay (1989)), Canada (Calvet and Lefoll (1989)) and

Japan (Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991)). In case of all these countries, no

relationships were observed, on average, and between return and beta risk
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when all months of the year were considered.  There was, however, a

significant negative relationship between returns and portfolio size in all

countries except Canada and France.  The size premium was found to be

positive in all countries during the reported sample periods.  As was the case

for US data, differences in beta across size portfolios could not explain

differences in returns.

Kenz and Ready (1997) analayzed the risk premia on size and book-to -market

that included a robust regression estimator. By comparing  the results from the

standard least square regressions to the results from least trimmed square

regressions with various trimming proportions, the authors showed that

negative relation between firm size and average returns was driven by a few

extreme positive returns in each month. In fact, when only one precent of each

month's observations were trimmed, there was a significant positive relation

between firm size and average returns. Thus, this result contradicts with usual

negative relation between firm size and stock returns.

There are some studies which also advocate in favor of the CAPM beta effect

as compared to ad hoc size effects. For example, in an attempt to examine the

scenario where the CAPM is true and where it is false, Grauer (1999)

investigated whether the coefficients from regression of population expected

excess returns on distinguish between scenarios. The data set explored in the

studies consisted of 10 size portfolios complied from all NYSE and AMEX

stocks contained in the CRSP database with returns from the period of 1926 to

1989. The author used ordinary least square (OLS) and generalized least square

(GLS) regressions and reported true coefficients of OLS and GLS as predicted

in the case where CAPM was true. The results also indicated negative size

coefficients in an OLS and GLS regression of expected excess returns on equal

weighted portfolio betas and size. However, author postulated that the size

effect was simply an artifact caused by using equal-weighted proxy portfolio

betas instead of market portfolio betas.
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In recent period, Gomes, Kogen and Zhang (2003) examined a link between

expected stock returns and firm characteristics suc has firm size and the book-

to-market ratio. Using Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions of stock returns

in size and book-to-market equity and conditional market betas, the logarithm

of market value (firm size) appeared to contain useful information about the

cross-section of common stock returns. The relation between returns and size

was found significantly negative. The study also confirmed the importance of

the book-to-market ratio in addition to the size explaining the cross-sectional

properties of stock returns.

The ratio of book-to-market equity deserves mention because of its significant

predictive power to predict cross sectional differences in stock returns both in

the United States and other countries.  As in the case for the other variables

discussed, there is no theoretical model which predicts that book-to-market

should be able to explain the cross sectional behavior of stock returns.

However, investment analyst (for example, Graham and Dodd (1940)) have

long argued that the magnitude of the deviation of current market price from

book value per share is an important indicator of expected returns.  A

succession of studies (for example, Stattman (1980), Heim (1983), Rosenberg,

Reid and Lanstein (1985), DeBondt and Thaler (1987), and Fama and French

(1992), among others) have documented a significant positive relation between

book-to-market equity and stock returns.  This section provides a review on

some of the empirical studies in this regard.  Table 2.3 provides a list of

empirical evidence on book-to-market effect made their major findings.

Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991) attempted to study cross sectional

differences in stock returns in the context of stock market in Japan using four

variables, namely, earnings-to-price, cash flow yield, size and book-to-market

equity.  The study used monthly data on stocks listed in the Tokyo stock

exchange (TSE) from January 1971 to December 1988.
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The joint roles of market beta, size, earnings, yield, leverage and book-to-

market equity in the cross section of average returns was evaluated by Fama

and French (1992) using all non-financial firms in the intersection of the

NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ returns file from the CRSP and the merged

COMPUSTAT annual industrial files of income statement and balance sheet

data covering the period from July 1963 to December 1990.  The study

revealed strong relationship between the average returns on stocks and size, but

there was no reliable relation between average returns and beta.  When stock

returns were sorted based on earnings-to-price, a familiar U-shape relation was

observed.  The relation between average return and book-to-market equity was

strongly positive.  The regressions results also confirmed the importance of

Book-to-Market equity in explaining the cross section of average stock returns.

This Book-to-Market equity relation was found stronger than the size effect.

When both size and book-to-market equity were included in the regressions,

the average size slope was still negative 1.99 standard errors from zero; the

Book-to-Market slope was an impressive 4.44 standard errors from zero.  The

reported Book-to-Market as consistently the most powerful factor explaining

the cross section of the average stock returns for the two sub-periods

considered, whereas size effect was found weaker in later sub-period from

1977 to 1990.

Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishney (1994) examined whether glamour stocks

have negative returns around subsequent earnings announcements, and value

stocks have positive returns.  This was consistent with the market having the

wrong expectation initially.  Value strategies call for buying stocks that have

low prices relative to some measure of value (i.e.  earnings, dividends,

historical prices, or book assets).  Value strategies seem to produce excess

returns-but this is because they are contrarian (to native strategies such as

extrapolating past earnings growth, or over-reacting to news so that glamour

stocks are overpriced), or they are fundamentally riskier.  The sample period

covered in the study was from the end of April 1963 to the end of the end of
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April 1990.  Using returns data from CRSP and Accounting Data from

COMPUSTAT for universe of stocks in NYSE and AMEX, the authors found

that glamour stocks did underperform relative to value stocks over 1968-90

period apparently because market consistently over estimated future growth

rates of glamour stocks relative to value stocks.  Also value stocks were no

more risky then glamour stocks.

A different view on cross-section variations in common stock returns was

presented by Kothari, Shanken and Sloan (1995). The study examined whether

beta could explain cross-sectional variations in average returns over the post-

1940 periods as well as longer post-1926 period, and whether Book-to-Market

equity could capture cross-sectional variations in average returns over a longer

1947 to 1987 period.  The study noted that the relationship between Book-to-

Market equity and returns was weaker and less consistent than that in Fama and

French (1992).  It claimed that past Book-to-Market results using

COMPUSTAT data were affected by a selection bias and thus provided

indirect evidence.  Using an alternative data source from standard and poor's

industry level from 1947 to 1987, the study further noted that Book-to-Market

was at best weakly related to average stock returns.  The study presented

evidence that average returns could indeed reflect substantial compensation for

beta risk, provided that betas were measured at the annual interval.  Thus, the

failure of a significant relation between Book-to-Market equity and returns to

emerge from the standard and poor's industry portfolios posed a serious

challenge to Book-to-Market equity "Empirical Asset Pricing Model".

In a very recent year, Fama and French (2008) assessed the effect of Book-to-

Market equity in different approach and studied that whether the past changes

in Book-to-Market and price did contain independent information about the

expected cash flows that could enhance the estimates of expected return.  The

study used data from 1926 to 2006 for both ABM stocks (All but Micro Stocks

of all 20th percentile of market cap) and Microcap stocks (below the 20th

percentile of NYSE market cap) from NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ.  The
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study also examined the effect in terms of sheer issue, changes in price and

book equity per share and new issue of shares.  The study reported significant

positive coefficient of Book-to-Market equity for both ABM and Microcap

stocks implying that higher Book-to-Market stocks that could have higher

returns than lower Book-to-Market stocks.  The study simply reconfirmed the

significance of Book-to-Market effect in explaining the stock returns.

Size, earning-to-price and book-to market equity are computed using a

common variable market equity or market price per share.  Most studies use

market value of equity as firm size, whereas it is also used as a common

denominator in calculating earnings-to-price, and book-to-market equity ratios.

Therefore, studies have also explored some mixed evidences on joint effect of

these variables on common stock returns. The empirical evidences on mixed

effects of firm specific variables on stock returns are listed in Table 2.4 along

with major findings.

In an attempt to examine the cross-section of common stock returns, Davis

(1994) used data from July 1940 to June 1963 with respect to beta, Book-to-

Market equity, earnings-to-price, among others during Pre-COMPUSTAT era.

The data for the study were taken from two sources.  Book values, earnings,

cash flows and sales figures were from the Moody's Industrial Manuals that

were published from 1940 to 1962. Stock returns, stock prices and market

values of equity were from the University of Chicago CRSP monthly file of

NYSE and AMEX firms after June 1962.  Using these data sets, the study

found significant relationship between certain variables such as Book-to market

equity, cash flow yield and earning-to-price, and subsequent returns during the

period from July 1940 to June 1963.  The result reported significant

explanatory power of natural log of Book-to market equity with respect to

subsequent stock returns in cross-sectional regression analysis as well.  The

study also demonstrated a January seasonal in the explanatory power of several

of the independent variables; much of the book-to-market equity, and earning-

to-price effects were in January.
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Fama and French(1995) analyzed whether the behavior of stock prices, in

relation to size and book-to-market equity, reflect the behavior of earnings.

The study focused on six portfolios formed yearly from a simple sort into three

groups on Book-to-Market equity.  Using NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ stocks

data from 1963 to 1992, the study attempted to provide an economic

foundation for empirical relations between average stock returns and size, and

average stock returns and Book-to-Market equity observed in Fama and French

(1992).  The evidence presented in this study showed that size and Book-to

market equity were related to profitability.  The result confirmed that firms

with high Book-to market equity tended to be persistently distressed and

conversely, low book-to-market equity stocks were found to be associated with

sustained a strong profitability.  The study also revealed small stocks to be less

profitable than big stocks made in Book-to-Market equity groups.  The study

articulated that the size and Book-to-Market risk factor in stock returns should

have traced to common factors in shocks to expected earnings that were related

to size and Book-to market equity.

In an attempt to reexamine the relationship between firm size, and Book-to

market ratio and security returns.  Barber and Lyon (1997) used holdout sample

of financial firms along with non-financial firms from July 1973 through

December 1994.  The analysis revealed similar relation between size, Book-to-

Market, and security returns for financial and non-financial firms.  The

evidence documented the robustness of the Book-to market and return relation.

Further, the study showed that survivorship bias in COMPUSTAT data would

not significantly affect the estimate of the size or Book-to market premium for

either financial or non-financial firms, as suggested by Kothari, Shanken and

Sloan (1995).  The results indicated that firm size and Book-to market ratios

would explain in on economically meaningful way cross-sectional variation in

security returns.

The joint evaluation of explanatory power of beta, firm size, Book-to-Market

equity, and the earning-to-price ratio for average stock returns was made by
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Kim (1997) correcting two currently controversial biases: selection bias in

COMPUSTAT and errors in variable bias.  The purpose of the study was to

reassess whether firm size, Book-to-Market equity. An earnings-to-price did

have significant explanatory power to average stock returns.  The study was

based on stock returns and firm size data on all NYSE and AMEX firms listed

on the CRSP monthly return five for at least two years during the period July

1958 to December 1993 and for at least one month after June 1963.  The study

found that the selection bias in COMPUSTAT data have no significant impact

on the estimation from Book-to-Market equity.  As expected, when the error in

variable bias was connected, betas were found to have a significant positive

relation with average stock returns, regardless of the presence of firm size,

Book-to-Market equity and earnings-to-price in the model.  Remarkably, the

study documented the firm size being marginally significant in explaining

average stock returns when monthly returns were used, but insignificant when

quarterly returns were used.  These results supported market betas more

strongly. Earnings-to-price was also found insignificant when betas were

included.  However, Book-to-Market equity was still found to have significant

explanatory power to average stock returns, even though the error in variables

bias was corrected.

In an attempt to offer simple model of time varying beats as way of

demonstrating the importance of beta are explaining the cross section of

realized stock returns, Howton and Peterson (1998) used returns files of all

non-financial firms of NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ obtained from CRSP

covering the sample period from July 1977 to June 1994.  Using dual beta asset

pricing model, with risk changing according to a determination of bull and bear

markets, the study attempted to test if beta could explain the cross section of

realized stock returns.  The study also attempted to determine whether beta

alone could provide an explanation of returns and also if the improve

measurement of beta could affect the importance of market equity and Book-

to-Market equity.  When a constant risk beta was the only independent
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variable, it was not significant.  When the additional independent variables-

market equity, Book-to-Market equity and earnings-to-price were added to the

model, the result indicated significant beta estimated with constant risk model.

The Book-to market equity coefficient was significantly positive and

coefficient of size was not significant.

The same study revealed that the coefficient of earnings yield dummy being

insignificantly negative implying that positive and negative earnings affected

returns differently.  However, when the bull-market beta was used as the only

independent variables, its coefficient was found significantly positive. When

the other independent variables were included, the bull-market beta still

retained its significance, whereas all other independent variables loosed their

significance.  The results from regressions with bear-market betas indicated

significance negative relation with returns.  The authors reasoned that one

would expect highly risky firms would do worse than less risky firms in poor

market conditions.  Thus, one would expect negative relation between risk and

return in a bear-market.

In an effort to distinguish the risk model from characteristic model to find

independent variation in characteristic and risk loading unrelated to Book-to-

Market equity, Davis, Fama and French (2000) covered 68 years of period from

July 1929 to June 1997 and included all NYSE industrial firms as sample.  The

study revealed a robustness of value premium in average stock returns and a

smaller 'size effect'.  The three factor risk premium model was found to explain

value premium better than characteristics model.  However, when portfolios

were formed from independent sorts of stocks on size and Book-to-Market

equity, the three factor model was rejected.  The study, thus, concluded that

three factor models was just a model and thus an incomplete description of

expected returns and the model's shortcomings were just not those prediction

by the characteristics model.
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Similarly, Daniel, Titman and Wei (2001) evaluated the return pattern in

Japanese portfolios with a reference to explanatory power of Fama and French

(1993) three factor model verses Daniel and Titman (1997) characterstics

model.  The study examined monthly data on common stocks listed in Tokyo

stock exchange from January 1971 to December 1997 for the purpose of testing

portfolios sorted on firm size and Book-to-Market ratio.  The results indicated

that smaller firms and high Book-to-Market firms could earn many high CAPM

risk-adjusted abnormal returns and suggested that CAPM could not hold true

for Japanese data. When portfolios were sorted on the size, Book-to-Market

and factor loading, the results demonstrated a positive relation between average

mean excess returns and factor loading rankings.  However, the study also

revealed no significant relation between factor loadings and returns within a

size and Book-to-Market equity group.

The significance of explanatory power of size and Book-to-Market equity in

explaining cross section of common stock returns was evaluated by Chou and

Wang (2004).  The study covered the period from July of 1963 through

December of 2001. The empirical results showed a significant negative relation

between size and stock returns over full sample period, whereas a significant

positive relation between Book-to-Market equity ratio and stock returns.  The

relationship between beta and stock returns was found to be flat.  The study

revealed the diminishing coefficient of size for out of sample period 1982-

2001.  The results over sub-period indicated a significant positive relation of

Book-to-Market equity for the period 1963-1989 returns, but the relationship

was insignificant for the post sample 1990-2001. The authors noted that

explanatory power of these two characteristics disappeared after the papers

highlighting them were published.  However, the results for the month of

January indicated that beta significantly could account the cross-sectional

variation in stock returns in January.  The coefficients of size were significantly

native for every period, suggesting the existence of a significant January size

effect.  The results showed a significant size effect for the non January months,
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but Book-to-Market equity effect was always significantly positive.  Thus, the

authors concluded the size effect as being the January effect, and Book-to-

Market equity as non January effect.

The effect of company characteristics on common stock returns in Indian

context was analyzed by Kumar and Sehgal (2004) using adjusted month end

data for share prices of 364 companies from July 1989 to March 1999.  The

share price data were taken from Capital Market Line Software.  The Bombay

stock exchange (BSE) national index was used as a surrogate for aggregate

wealth and yields on 91-day Treasury bills were used as a risk free proxy.  As

for the priori expectation, the study revealed a strong negative relationship

between firm size and stock returns.  The empirical results, however, provided

a mixed picture in relation to value effect.  The returns on the portfolio sorted

on Book-to-Market equity were almost identical; however, a strong and

positive value effect emerged for earnings-to-price sorted portfolio.

Cross section of stock returns on the Shanghai stock exchange (SSE) was

investigated by Wong, Tan and Liu (2006).  The study explored the cross-

sectional stock returns behavior on the share market of the SSE.  They

estimated the effects of beta, firm size, Book-to-Market equity ratio and a

variable unique to the Chinese stock markets.  The proportion of firm's floating

equity over total equity of SSE for the period 1993-2002.  The study revealed

the negative relation of stock returns with beta and firm size and positive

relation with Book-to-Market equity ratio.  The results indicated that returns

are higher for small, value stock with low systematic risk.  Size was found to

be positively related with beta but negatively related with stock returns, and

Book-to-Market equity ratio.  The study suggested that larger firms have higher

systematic risk and lower returns, and value stocks have higher returns, lower

systematic risk and are smaller in size.

Guan, Hansen, Leikam and Shaw (2007) examined the validity of CAPM and

analyzed whether idiosyncratic variables such as firm size, Book-to-Market and
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price-to-earnings ratio could explain average cross-sectional variation in stock

returns.  The study employed more rigorous statistical methods to control for

beta shifts.  The analysis was done using all firms from the NYSE, AMEX,

NASDAQ return files from CRSP.  The ability to explain cross-sectional

returns was estimated for eight different estimates of beta.  The result showed

idiosyncratic variables to be related with expected returns, even if the CAPM

generated the expected return.  The study documented the evidence supportive

to validity of the CAPM.  The presence of size, Book-to-Market and price-to-

earnings effects for average cross-sectional returns were found not inconsistent

with a valid CAPM.  The study also revealed a negative relation of expected

returns with size and positive relation with Book-to-Market and earning-to-

price variables, given the expected returns generated by the CAPM.  The

results further suggested a decrease in significance of idiosyncratic variables

when measurement errors in beta could be reduced.

In an attempt to evaluate the joint role of market beta, size, earnings-to-price

and Book-to-Market equity in the cross section of average returns on the stocks

of Athens stock exchange (ASE), Michailidis, Tsopoglow and Papanastasiou

(2007) covered a period from January 1997 to December 2003.  The study

indicated no relation between size and average returns and beta when portfolios

were formed on size alone.  It revealed contradictory results in every year of

the study where low beta portfolio provided higher returns than high beta

portfolios.  The sample size sorted portfolio, thus did not seem to support

Sharpe, Linter, Black (SLB) prediction of positive relation between beta and

average return.  The study observed no relation between earnings-to-price and

average returns and between average returns and Book-to-Market equity.

The same study also attempted to evaluate joint roles of market beta, size,

earnings-to-price and Book-to-Market equity and found no supportive evidence

of these variables in explaining stock returns.  When portfolios were formed on

size, the combination of these variables indicated no power of interpreting

average returns.  However, the intersection of the variables with beta sorting
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criterion for creating portfolio supported the idea that when beta, size and

Book-to-Market equity were combined together, the model could explain the

variation in average returns.  The more reliable results were provided when

portfolios were created on the bases of Book-to-Market equity.  The study

concluded that relations between returns and economic variables that measure

variation in business condition were affected from the general economic

situation and might help expose the nature of the economic risk captured by

firm's fundamental variables like size, Book-to-Market equity and earning-to-

price.

Nartea, Ward and Djajadikerta (2009) attempted to confirm the size, Book-to-

Market and momentum effects in New Zealand stock market using the data

from 1995 to 2004.  The selected stocks were ranked by size and sorted into

two groups-small and big-with an equal number of stocks in each group.  The

stocks were also independently ranked by the Book-to-Market ratio and then

sorted into three groups of equal size- low, medium and high Book-to-Market

groups.  The study demonstrated the Book-to-Market effect with low returns

increasing from low to high Book-to-Market portfolios for both small and big

stocks.  It reported a return premium of 26.42 percent per annum for small

firms with high Book-to-Market relative to small firms with low Book-to-

Market, and a premium of 10.68 percent per annum for big firms with Book-to-

Market compared with big firms with low Book-to-Market.  The size effect,

however, was not as strong.  Small firms and outperformed large firms only in

the high Book-to-Market category, with the return premium 15.46 percent per

annum.  There appeared a reversal of the size effect for low and medium Book-

to-Market categories but the return differences were not statistically significant.

The authors postulated that this could be due to stocks in the New Zealand

market being relatively small by international standards and compounded by

the fact that top 15 companies account for nearly half of the total market

capitalization of domestic markets.
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On the contrary to the number of studies associated with the cross-sectional and

macroeconomic volatility of stock returns in context of US and other developed

capital markets, there are few empirical works in the context of Nepal. This

sub-section provides review of empirical works associated with cross-sectional

variation in common stock return in context of Nepalese stock market.

In an attempt to address the stock market behavior in a small capital market in

the context of Nepal, Pradhan (1993) examined relationship of market equity,

market value to book value, price-earnings ratio, and dividends with liquidity,

leverage, profitability, assets turnover and interest coverage ratio. The study

was based on the dat derived from 17 companies listed in Nepal Stock

Exchange (NEPSE) for the period of 1986 to 1990. The study, among others,

used simple linear regression to test whether profitability are significantly

related to market equity. The study documented that larger stocks have lower

profitability, meaning that returns are negatively related to the market value of

equity. However, the study also noted that returns on larger stocks are less

variable than that on smaller stocks.

Pradhan and Balampaki (2004) examined the fundamental factors affecting

stock returns in the context of Nepal using pooled cross-sectional data of 40

enterprises listed in NEPSE covering a period of 5 years from 1995/96 to

1999/00. The study revealed significant positive effect of earning-to-price and

cash flow yield on dividend yield. Similarly, capital gain yield was found to be

positively influenced by earning to price and size, whereas, the same was

negatively influenced by book-to-market equity. Beside, total yield was

positively determined by earning-to-price and size and negatively determined

by book-to-market equity. The authors found book-to-market equity to be more

informative than other variables.

Baskota (2007) analyzed the effect of trading days, trading volumes, base

money supply, interest rates, inflation and industrial production on the stock

returns using the data from NEPSE for the period 1994 to 2006. The study
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concluded that there is no persistence of volatility in Nepalese stock market and

the stock price movements are not explained by the macroeconomics variables.

In an event analysis conducted in the study, it was concluded that political

events are not only the factors that explain stock price movements in Nepalese

stock market.

The cross sectional variation in common stock returns in Nepal with respect to

market risk premium, size, book-to-market equity, cash flow yield and earnings

yield was examined by K.C. (2009).  The study was based on the data from 48

companies' listed in NEPSE with a total of 291 observations from the period

1998/99 to 2006/07. The study revealed that the joint roles of size, book-to-

market equity, cash flow yield and earnings yield in explaining stock returns in

general do not give strong supportive evidence. When portfolios were formed

on size, the results indicated that large stocks achieve higher returns, higher

excess returns, and larger market risk premium.  However, the size, on a

multiple log-linear model exhibited significant positive relations with stock

returns and excess returns reliable across all the models of simple and multiple

regressions and analysis of portfolios sorted by book-to-market equity. The

author postulated that book-to-market equity is the most significant positive

determinants of stock returns in Nepalese stock market.

To sum up, the studies on firm specific variables have not documented

consistent results.  Some of these studies found that market risk factor as noted

by CAPM explains the significant variation in common stock returns, while

others found that fundamental characteristics associated with firms are

significant in explaining the common stock returns.  Hence, these study

attempts to reexamine the association among these variables in predicting stock

returns in the context of Nepal.
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Chapter 4

Presentation and Analysis of Data

The capital asset pricing model of Sharpe (1964), Linter (1965), Mossin (1966)

and Black (1972) predicts positive relation between stock returns and stock

beta.  The underlying hypothesis of the model is that investor's price only

systematic risk measured by beta.  However, empirical evidences have been

documented the results that are not consistent with the central prediction of the

CAPM.  For example, earnings to price effects of Basu (1977), size effects of

Banz (1981), book-to-market effects of Rosenberg, Reid and Lanstein (1985),

Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991), and Fama and French(1992), among

others, are some of the earlier anomalies that contradict made the CAPM beta

effect.  In the later period, Fama and French (1996) have reached the same

conclusion and advocated that different price ratios such as Book-to-Market

ratio and market value of equity, have much the same information about

expected returns as such that a market portfolios long in high Book-to-Market

stocks and short in low book-to-market stocks and a portfolio that is long in

small firms and short in large firms.  Though debates on these findings

continue, international evidences have appeared to suggest that the premium

earned by high Book-to-Market stocks is indeed pervasive and provide

parsimonious estimate on stock returns.

Thus, the studies have documented no consistent effects of firm specific

variables on stock returns.  Though controversies exist among findings from

these studies in the context of developed and growing stock markets around the

world, little is known about these phenomena in the context of Nepalese stock

market.  Therefore, this section is devoted to the examining the effects of the

firm specific variables on common stocks returns in the context of Nepal by

analyzing secondary data associated with variables under consideration.
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4.1 Descriptive Statistics

As this study has employed descriptive research design, descriptive statistics

have been used to describe the characteristics of stock returns and firm specific

variables during the study period.  The descriptive statistics used in this study

consist of mean, median, standard deviation, and minimum and maximum

values associated with variables under consideration. Table 4.1 summarizes the

descriptive statistics of the firm specific variables used in this study during the

period 2000/01 through 2010/11 associated with 30 sample firms listed in

NEPSE.

Table 4.1

Descriptive statistics of firm specific variables associated with 30 sample
firm during the period 2000/01 through 2010/11

This table shows descriptive statistics-mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum
values of firm specific variables associated with 30 sample firms listed in the population of NEPSE till
mid-April 2011 with 210 observations for the period 2000/01 through 2010/11. ME refers to market
value of equity defined as number of outstanding shares multiplied by corresponding market shares
price per share, BE is the book value of equity on net worth, EPS is the earnings per share, MPS is the
market price per share of common stock, BE.ME is the ratio of book value of equity to market of equity,
E/P is the ratio of earnings per share to market price per share, LME is the natural logarithm of
market value of equity used as the proxy for the firm size, β is common stock beta used as a proxy of
systematic risk, R1 is the annual return of common stock, RM-RF refers to the -excess of market return
above risk free rate, Ri-RF refers to the excess of stock returns above risk free rate, and N refers to the
number of observations.

Variables N Mean Std. Dev. Median Minimum Maximum
ME (Rs in
Million

155 2062.7639 6036.5900 144.0000 6.7500 12227.6750

BE (Rs in
Million)

455 359.1576 551.2338 92.9200 -71.4000 3521.6400

EPS(In Rs) 455 35.1336 37.0411 25.7300 -79.0500 285.7200
MPS(In Rs) 455 587.4418 867.5687 270.0000 35.000 7750.0000
BE/ME 455 0.6820 0.5623 0.5883 -0.3245 4.7180
E/P 455 0.0914 0.1201 0.0810 -0.7319 0.8580
LME 455 2.4484 0.8529 2.1584 0.8293 4.8587
Β 455 0.9121 2.2643 0.7067 -19.3500 12.4900
Ri 455 0.3129 0.7085 0.1009 -0.7327 4.6198
RM-RF 455 0.2015 0.3313 0.2668 -0.3941 0.7439
Ri-RF 455 0.2763 0.7095 0.0678 -0.7798 4.5776

Market capitalization of equity of the sample firms ranges from minimum Rs

6.75 million to maximum Rs 72,227.678 with an average of Rs. 2,062.7639
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million and standard deviation of Rs. 6.036.59 million.  The wider range of

market capitalization of equity implies that the firm include in the sample

varies in terms of their size.  The Table 4.1 also reveals that book value of

equity or net worth position of the firms varies significantly.  It ranges from

minimum negative Rs. 71.4 million to maximum positive Rs. 3,521.64 million

with a mean value and standard deviation of Rs.359.1576 million and Rs

551.2338 million respectively. The firms also differ in terms of their earnings

per share and market price per share. Earnings per share has average value of

Rs 35.14 per share with a minimum to maximum range of negative Rs. 79.05

per share to Rs. 285.72 per share respectively, while market price per share

falls within the range of minimum Rs.  35 to maximum Rs.  7750 per share

with an average value of Rs.  587.4418 to and  standard deviation of Rs.  867.

5687.  Relatively larger difference in the market price implies that sample firms

consist of low to high growth stocks.

Similarly, Book-to-Market equity ratio has mean value of 0.6820 and standard

deviation of 0.5623 with minimum to maximum range of negative 0.3245 to

positive 4.7189. Table 4.1 also indicates that firms differ significantly in terms

of their systematic risk level proxied by stock beta. The stock beta has

minimum value of negative 19.35 to maximum positive 12.49 with a mean of

0.9121. The average stock return of the sample firms during the period has

been recorded at 0. 3129 with a minimum return of 0.7327 to maximum

positive return of 4.6198.  The range of minimum to maximum excess stock

return is wider than that to excess market return.  This implies that average

stock returns of the sample firms are more volatile than the market returns.

4.2 Correlation Analysis

The firm specific variables used in this study,  particularly, Book-to-Market

equity ratio, firms size, stock beta, and stock returns are all scaled version of

market price per share or market value of equity.  Therefore, it is reasonable to
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expect some kind of statistically significant relationship among these pairs of

variables.  This section therefore is devoted to explaining the direction and

magnitude of relationship among different pairs of these firm specific variables

including stock returns.  The correlation analysis has been performed for this

purpose. Table 4.2 presents the value of bivariate Pearson correlation

coefficient between different pairs of firm specific variables for the sample

period.

As Table 4.2 reports, common stock returns are positively related to stock beta

and firm size and the relationship are significant at 1 percent level.  On other

hand, stock returns are significantly negatively related to book-to-market equity

ratio. From among given set of firm specific variables (That is, stock beta,

book-to-market equity and firm size), the stock beta reveals stronger positive

relation with stock returns than other.

Table 4.2

Bivariate Pearson Correlation Coefficients of Firm Specific Variables

This table reveals the Bivariate Pearson correlation coefficient between different pairs of firm specific
variables. Ri, β, E/P, BE/ME and LME are as defined in the table 4.1. The correlation coefficients are
based on the data on Ri, β, E/P, BE/ME and LME from 61 sample firms listed in NEPSE till mid-April
2011 with 210 observations for the period 2000/01 through 2010/11. '*' sign indicates that correlation
is significant at 1 percent level and '**' indicates that correlation is significant at 5 percent level.

Ri β BE/ME LME
Ri 1.000
β 0.526* 1.000
BE/ME -0.299* -0.214* 1.000
LME 0.210* 0.201* -0.638* 1.000

Table 4.2 also indicates that correlations among different pairs of explanatory

variables are also statistically significant 1 percent level.  Among firm related

fundamental variables, the highest positive correlations coefficient is recorded

at 0.526 between stock returns and stock beta and the highest negative

correlations accounted at 0.638 between book-to-market equity and firm size.

The other correlations are relatively lower, although most of them are

statistically significant.  Gujarati (1995) states that high for correlations (in
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excess of 0.8) are a sufficient but not necessary condition for the existence of

multicolinearity because it can exist even though the correlations are

competitively low (less than 0.5).  However, low correlations being observed

among different pairs of explanatory variables in Table 4.2 gives sufficient

evidence to believe that the problem of multicolinearity may not exist in the

analysis.

4.3 Analysis of Portfolios Sorted on Stock Beta

Properties of stock returns with the respect to firm specific variables have been

analyzed in this subsection by forming five equal percentiles portfolios based

on one-way sorts of stock beta and firm size The characteristics of average

returns and standard deviations associated with each of these and univariate

sorts of portfolios are described below.

Stock beta has been used as the proxy for systematic risk associated with

common stocks.  For the purpose of analyzing and examining the relationship

of stock beta with stock returns and other firm specific variables, five equal

percentiles group portfolios were sorted by stock beta. The descriptive statistics

(mean and standard deviation) associated with each of these five portfolios

groups corresponding to each of the firm specific variables are reported in

Table 4.3

Table 4.3

Properties of Portfolios Sorted by Stock beta

This table presents the summary statistics (mean and standard deviation) for the properties of five firm
specific variables sorted into five equal percentile group portfolios by stock beta that include total 30
sample firms with 210 observations for the period from 2000/01 to 2010/11.  The variables are stock
beta (β), stock returns (Ri), natural logarithm of market value of equity (LME), and book-to-market
equity (BE/ME) ratio. Figures in the parenthesis are the standard deviations.

Portfolios Sorted by Stock Beta
Low 1 2 3 4 High 5
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β -1. 4743
(2.3354)

0.1523
(0.1640)

0. 7078
(0.1635)

1.4045
(0.2741)

3.7525
(2.3687)

Ri 0.0331
(0.2596)

0.0618
(0.0888)

0.1987
(0.2541)

0.3401
(0.4980)

0.9306
(1.2658)

LME 2.1498
(0.7494)

2.1633
(0.7777)

2.5408
(0.9464)

2.7347
(0.9057)

2.6532
(0.6931)

BE/ME 0.8382
(0.4985)

0.8628
(0.7368)

0.6923
(0.5796)

0.5826
(0.4890)

0.4340
(0.3087)

E/P 0.1104
(0.1703)

0.0999
(0.1361)

0.0916
(0.1073)

0.0899
(0.0939)

0.0654
(0.0614)

Table 4.3 shows that common stock returns increase with stock beta when it

moves from lowest percentile group portfolios 1 to the highest percentile group

portfolios 5. The stock returns on lowest stock beta portfolios is 3.31 percent

and it shows a clear pattern of increment with stock beta that reaches to

maximum 93.06 percent in highest stock beta portfolio.  The results indicates

that firm with higher level of systematic risk have larger returns than those with

lower systematic risk.  Larger returns associated with high-beta stocks

represent a premium for systematic risk with a difference of about 90 percent

on the portfolio 5 over the portfolio 1.  This result is consistent with the notion

of CAPM which postulates that stock returns are larger for the firms with larger

stock beta and confirms with earlier studies by Black (1972) and Black, Jenson

and Scholes (1972), among others, where these studies have noted that market

risk factor proxied by beta could predict common stock returns.  Similarly, the

variability of returns as measured by standard deviation is also larger for high

beta stock portfolios as the standard deviation on low-beta stocks is average

25.96 percent each increase to 126.58 percent on the highest beta stocks

portfolio.

Table 4.3 also indicates the pattern of movement of other firm specific

variables with the respect to stock beta.  As the results show, firm size

measured by natural logarithm of market values of equity also increases with

stock beta from portfolio 1 to 4 and declines slightly in portfolios 5. The firm

size in  low beta stocks portfolio is equal to 2.1498, which has been increased
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to 2.7347 in portfolio 4 and then has been declined to 2.6532 in portfolio 5.

The result in general imply that larger firms are exposed to higher level of

systematic risk than smaller firms.  However, book-to-market equity ratio show

the movement in opposite direction with stock beta.  Book-to-market equity for

low beta stocks portfolio has been recorded at 0.8382, which has declined to

0.4340 in high beta stock portfolio.

Figure 4.1

Trend of movement in Cross-section of average Stock Returns with
Respect to Five Stock Beta

The figure shows the plot of average stock returns associated with each of the five stock beta sorted
portfolios.  The vertical axis measures the stock returns and horizontal axis measures the size of beta
sorted five portfolios from lowest stock beta portfolios 1 to highest beta stock portfolio 5. Each dot on
the upward moving line in the figure shows plot of stock returns corresponding to stock beta.

Stock Beta Sorted Portfolio (Lowest 1 to Highest 5)

Figure 4.1 shows the graphic pattern of movement in common stock returns

with respect to stock beta in five stock beta sorted portfolios.  The common

stock return line shows a trend of upward movement to the right with increase

in beta from portfolio 1 to 5.  This implies that common stock returns our larger

for the firms with higher systematic risk. Although there is no clear-cut linear

trend in the movement in stock returns with stock betas, the positive slope of

the line implies that stocks with higher beta have larger returns in general.
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Stock Returns
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4.4 Analysis of Portfolios Sorted on Firm Size

The firm size has been measured by natural logarithm of market value of

equity.  In order to examine the properties of movement in stock returns and

other firm specific variables with respect to firm size, five equal percentile

group portfolios were formed on the basis of univariate sorts by firm size.  The

descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) associated with these

portfolios for firm specific variables are shown in Table 4.4.

The common stock returns shows a general pattern of movement into same

direction with firm size.  In other words, the common stock returns increase

with firm size.  The common stock returns for the lowest size portfolio (that is,

portfolios 1) is 8.25 percent and it has been increased to 60.12 percent in the

portfolio 4 and then declines to 45.08 percent is the largest size portfolio (that

is, portfolio 5).  The results in general indicates that the larger stocks have

higher returns. Earlier studies, for example Banz (1981), Chan, Hamao and

Lakonishok (1991) and Gomes, Kogen and Zhang (2003), among others have

documented that stock returns vary inversely with firm size.  Therefore, the

results contradict with these studies.  However, the result is consistent with

Kenz and Ready (1997) where the study revealed that stock returns increase

with firm size.  The relation to stock returns volatility with respect to firm size,

the results indicate that variability is higher for larger stocks in general.  The

standard deviation shows a general pattern of increment from 41.75 percent in

portfolio 1 to 106.27 percent in portfolio 4.  Although it has been declined to

69.21 percent in portfolio 5, the results indicate that larger stocks in general

have higher variations in returns than the smaller stocks.

Table 4.4

Properties of Portfolios sorted by Firm Size

This table presents the summary statistic (mean and standard deviation) for the properties of five firm
specific variables sorted into five equal percentile group portfolios by firm size (measured as natural
logarithm of market value of equity) that include total 30 sample firms with 210 observations for the
period from 2000/01 to 2010/11. The variables are natural logarithm of market value of equity (LME),
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stock returns (Ri), book-to-market equity (BE/ME) ratio, and stock beta (β). Figures in the parenthesis
are the standard deviations.

Portfolios Sorted by firm Size
Low 1 2 3 4 High 5

LME 1.4567
(0.2173)

1.8570
(0.0739)

2.2251
(0.1886)

2.9334
(0.1834)

3.7698
(0.3819)

Ri 0.0825
(0.4175)

0.1697
(0.5608)

0.2605
(0.5043)

0.6012
(1.0627)

0.4508
(0.6921)

BE/ME 1.2391
(0.6595)

0.9043
(0.4915)

0.6654
(0.3752)

0.4097
(0.2922)

0.1917
(0.1011)

β 0.1624
(0.1989)

0.1214
(0.0735)

0.0771
(0.1098)

0.0499
(0.0688)

0.0464
(0.0316)

In addition to the pattern of movement in stock return, Table 4.4 also indicates

the patterns of movement in other firm specific variables with firm size.  The

results indicate that book-to-market equity declines with increase in firm size.

The book-to-market equity ratio for small firm size portfolio is 1.2391 which

has been declined to 0.1917 in large firm size portfolios. On the other hand,

stock beta in general increases with firm size.  The stock beta in lowest firm

size portfolio has average value of 0.3034, which has been increased to 2.0073

in portfolio and then declined to 1.2626 in the highest firm size portfolio. The

relationship of movement in stock returns with respect to firm size is

graphically depicted in Figure 4.2

Figure 4.2

Trend of movement in cross-section of Average Stock Returns with Respect
to five firm size sorted portfolios

This figure shows the plot of average stock returns associated with each of the five firms size sorted
portfolios. The vertical axis measures the stock returns and horizontal axis measures the firm size from
the lowest size portfolios 1 to highest size portfolio 5. Each dot on the upward moving line in the figure
shows plot of stock returns corresponding to firm size.

Stock Returns
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Firm Size Sorted Portfolio (Lowest 1 to highest 5)

The stock returns line shows a general upward trend of stock returns, which

implies that common stock returns increases with the firm size. As the graph

shows, the pattern of increase in stock returns from portfolios 1 to 3 seems to

have a linear relation with an equal positive slop. However, the slop of line has

been increased when moved from portfolio 3 to 4. Although, the stock returns

have been declined when moved from portfolio 4 to 5, the general pattern of

movement is stock returns from portfolio 1 to 5 is in increasing trend.

Therefore, larger stocks in general have higher returns.

4.5 Analysis of Portfolios Sorted on Book-to-Market Equity

Five equal percentile groups of portfolios were also formed in order to examine

the pattern of movement in stock returns and other firm specific variables with

respect to the movement in book-to-market equity ratio. Table 4.5 reports the

cross-sectional average stock returns on these five BE/ME sorted portfolios

along with the standard deviations given in parentheses. The Table also reports

the average value of other firm specific variables along with their

corresponding standard deviations in five portfolios.

Table 4.5
Properties of Portfolios Sorted by Book-to-Market Equity Ratio
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Portfolio Sorted by Book-to-Market Equity Ratio
Low

1 2 3 4
High

5

BE/ME 0.1203
(0.0777)

0.3479
(0.0734)

0.5816
(0.0594)

0.8514
(0.1236)

1.5091
(0.6340)

Ri
0.7740

(1.0907)
0.5208

(0.7802)
0.1552

(0.4141)
0.1119

(0.3115)
0.0028

(0.2073)

LME 3.5313
(0.6442)

2.8095
(0.6376)

2.3074
(0.5265)

1.9721
(0.3860)

1.6216
(0.4044)

β 1.7646
(3.6019)

1.3988
(2.0146)

0.8999
(1.7169)

0.3847
(1.3359)

0.1127
(1.4823)

Table 4.5 shows a clear pattern of movement in common stock returns with

respect to book-to-market equity ratio. The returns show a steady declining

trend from smallest book-to-market equity group to the largest book-to-market

equity. The returns on the smallest BE/ME group is 77.40 percent which has

been declined to 0.28 percent in the highest BE/ME group. This implies that

lower BE/ME firms have higher return than higher BE/ME firms with a return

premium of about 77 percent. The negative trend of movement in common

stock returns in response to the movement in book-to-market ratio observed in

this study is contradicted with earlier findings by Stattman (1980), Rosenberg,

Reid and Lanstein (1985), and Fama and French (1992), among others, where

these studies have documented that stock returns increase with book-to-market

equity. However, the result confirms to the previous study by Prasai (2010) in

the context of Nepal.

The results further indicate that variation in common stock returns is higher in

low book-to-market equity group than that in high book-to-market equity

group. The standard deviation of common stock returns in the lowest BE/ME

portfolio is 109.07 percent whereas that in the highest BE/ME portfolio is only

20.73 percent. The results in Table 4.5 also reveal that the other firm specific

variables have specific pattern of movement with respect to the movement in

book-to-market equity. For example, firm size shows a clear negative pattern of

movement with book-to-market equity. The firm size denoted by natural

logarithm of market value of equity for low BE/ME group is 3.5313, which has

been declined in high BE/ME group to 1.6216. Furthermore, the stock beta also
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shows a negative pattern of movement with book-to-market equity. The stock

beta has been declined from 1.7646 in low BE/ME portfolio to 0.1127 in high

BE/ME portfolio. This result implies that systematic risk denoted by stock beta

is higher for the firms with low book-to-market equity ratio, and hence the

common stock returns are also higher for the low book-to-market equity group.

4.6  Regression Results

In order to test the statistical significance and robustness of the results, this

study also relies on secondary data analysis based on cross-sectional regression

model specified in chapter 3. It basically deals with regression results from

various specifications of the model 1 to examine the estimated relationship of

common stock returns with firm specific variables for cross-sectional data of

30 sample firms that include 210 observations during the period 2000/01

through 2010/11. In this section, an attempt also has been made to test the

validity of the model through statistical test of significance such as t-test,

adjusted coefficient of determination (Adj. R2), and the test of autocorrection

and multicolinearity. The regression results have been reported in Table 4.6

The model specifications I and IV report the simple regression results, where

stock returns have been regressed on various firm specific variables

individually. The specifications V through IX report the multiple regression

results, where various firm specific variables taken together have been used as

regressors. The full version of the model has been reported in specification X,

where all the firm specific variables have been used as explanatory variables.

Table 4.6

Estimated Relationship from Cross-Sectional Regression of Stock Returns on
Beta, Firm Size, and Book-to-Market Equity Ratio

This table shows regression results of stock returns on four firm specific variables based on pooled
cross-sectional data of 30 firms listed in NEPSE with 210 observations from the year 2000/01 to
2010/11. The regression results consist of various specifications of the model in the form of simple and
multiple regressions. The reported values are intercepts and slope coefficients of respective
explanatory variables with t-statistics in the parenthesis. Dependent variable is the stock return denote
as Rit and independent variables are stock beta (βit). The reported results also include the values of F-
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statistics (F), adjusted coefficient of determination (Adj. R2), and standard error of estimate (SEE). The
asterisk (*) sign indicates that result is significant at 1 percent level.

Model Intercept β LME BE/ME F Adj. R2 SEE

I 0.163
(5.339*)

0.165
(13.170*) 173.440* 0.275 0.603

II -0.114
(-1.150)

0.174
(4.567*) 20.862* 0.042 0.693

III 0.570
(11.419*)

-0.377
(-6.670*) 44.493* 0.087 0.677

IV -0.052
(-0.608)

0.158
(12.452*)

0.090
(2.683*) 91.504* 0.285 0.599

V 0.343
(7.247*)

0.152
(12.137*)

-0.246
(-4.893*) 103.083* 0.310 0.588

VI 0.487
(3.073*)

0.027
(0.549)

-0.351
(-4.781*) 22.363* 0.086 0.677

VII 0.394
(2.855*)

0.152
(12.116*)

-0.017
(-0.399)

-0.262
(-4.076*) 68.647* 0.309 0.589

The simple regression result of stock returns on beta in specification I shows a

positive relationship of stock return with stock beta. The slope coefficient of

stock beta is significant at 1 percent level which implies that stock returns

increases with stock beta. The reported F-statistic (173.44) is also significant at

1 percent level meaning that the model explains between the stock returns.

However, the result also indicated that the intercept term is significantly

different from zero. The empirical validity of the CAPM lies on the notion that

stock returns should have significant positive linear relations with stock beta

and the intercept term should not be statistically significant. The statistical

significance of the intercept term in this study raises a doubt on empirical

validity of the CAPM in the context Nepalese stock market. This result is

consistent with Black, Jenson and Scholes (1972) where the study reported a

linear empirical market line with positive tradeoff between return and market

risk denoted by beta. However, the intercept term in the study was also found

statistically different from zero that rejected empirical validity of the CAPM.

Similarly, the regression result of stock returns on firm size in specification II

shows a positive relationship between stock returns and firm size and the

regression coefficient of firm size is statistically at 1 percent level. Although,

reported F-statistic (20.862) is also significant at 1 percent level, the adjusted

coefficient of determination is only 0.042 which is very low. It implies that
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only 4.2 percent of the total variations is common stock returns are captured by

firm size. In another simple regression result of specification III, common stock

returns are observed to be negatively related  with book-to-market equity and

coefficient is again significant at 1 percent level. However, the result indicates

that only 8.7 percent variations in common stock returns are captured by book-

to-market equity. The regression of common stock returns are captured by

book-to-market equity. In all simple regressions, except specification I, despite

of statistical significance of F-value the firm specific variable such as firm size,

book-to-market equity, and earning-to-price ratio individually explains small

variations in common stock returns as indicated by adjusted R2 in the respective

model specifications.

The results of simple regressions in model specifications I through III establish

the robustness of results obtained in the analysis of one-way sort of portfolios

formed on stock beta, firm size, and book-to-market equity. As an additional

check of the robustness of results, two or more firm specific variables have

been included as explanatory variables in multiple regressions of specification

IV through VII. When both stock beta and firm size are included as explanatory

variables, both variables still maintain their observed direction of relation with

stock returns, and respective coefficients are also significant at 1 percent level.

Further, the inclusion of stock beta and book-to-market equity as explanatory

variable shows that these variables have retained their observed direction of

relationship and statistical significance.  The explanatory power of the models

has also been improved in with the inclusion of these variables.  However, use

of firm size and book-to-market equity together as regressors has provided an

important insight into the regression results.  The results indicate that book-to-

market equity still maintains its statistical significance and observed direction

of relation because BE/ME coefficient is again negative and significant at 1

percent level, while firm size loses its statistical significance although the

observed direction of relationship is positive.  Hence, although this result

confirms the result obtained in bivariate sort of portfolio formed on size and

book-to-market equity in relation to observed direction of  relationship
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statistical validity of results cannot be established since firm size coefficient is

not significant.  These results suggest that stock beta and book-to-market equity

consistently predict the stock if returns where as firm size does not.

In specification VII, three variables, namely stock beta, firm size and book-to-

market equity, have been used as explanatory variables. The results shows that

stock returns have significant negative relation with book-to-market equity.

However, a surprising result has been obtained in relation with book-to-market.

However, s surprising result has been obtained in relation to firm size that its

observed direction of relation has been reserved although the size coefficient is

not statistically significant.

This study hypothesized that common stock returns are positively related to

stock beta, book-to-market equity and earnings-to-price and negatively related

with firm size. Thus, the observed relationship of common stock returns with

stock beta is according to priori sign expectation although the priori sign

expectations do not hold with other firm specific variables. Firm size, is

significant in specification II and IV but with an unexpected sign. This implies

that large companies in Nepal tend to outperform small companies. Among all,

stock beta and book-to-market equity have been observed as the best predictors

because coefficients are statistically and economically significant across on the

specifications.  The sign of the coefficients of stock betas across on the

specifications are according to the priori expectation.  However, intercept terms

across all specifications with beta as explanatory variables are also significant

except in specification IV.  This implies that though beta serve as a good

predictor of stock returns, underlying assumption of CAPM does not hold in

Nepalese stock market.

The explanatory power of the model indicated by adjusted coefficient

determination have also been improved in the specifications where beta is

explanatory variable along with other firm specific variables, and it is the best

in model VI where adjusted R2 is 0.31.  Overall, firm size and earning-to-price

have been observed as poor predictor of stock returns because their effects have
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been subsumed by stock beta and book-to-market equity is multiple

regressions. The result obtained in this study support the arguments of Gaun ,

Hansen, Leikam, and Shaw (2007) in a ground that the CAPM claims

differences in stock returns that are caused by differences in risk as measured

by beta but does not exclude the possibility that the stock returns can also be

related with other firm specific variables. In relation to firm size and book-to-

market equity effect the results also confirm to the Kim (1997) and Chau and

Wang (2004) where these studies observed significant book-to-market equity

and no firm size effect on stock returns. In contrast, the results contradict with

Wong, Tan, and Liu (2006) in relation to observed direction of relationship as

they have documented negative relation of stock returns with beta and firm size

and positive relation with book-to-market equity ratio.

In cross sectional regression, data are often connected on the basis of up

probability sample of cross-sectional firms so that there is no prior reason to

believe that the error term pertaining to one firm is correlated with error term, it

is called spatial autocorrelation, that is, correlation in space rather than over

time.  However, it is important in cross-sectional analysis that the ordering of

the data must at same logic, for economic interest, to make sense of any

determination of whether spatial autocorrelation is present or not.  In this study,

cross-sectional data have the ordering over time so that there is need to detect

the problem of autocorrelation, and it has been confirmed by using Durbin-

Watson (DW) d-statistic.

Table 4.7

Durbin-Watson Statistics and variance inflationary factors of the model

Specification Explanatory Variables DW-statistic dL dU 4-dU VIF
I β 1.982 1.664 1.684 2.316 1.000
II LME 1.839 1.664 1.684 2.316 1.000
III BE/ME 1.723 1.664 1.684 2.316 1.000

IV β
LME 1.943 1.653 1.693 2.307 1.042

1.042

V β
BE/ME 1.864 1.653 1.693 2.307 1.048

1.048

VI LME
BE/ME 1.725 1.653 1.693 2.307 1.687

1.687
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VII
β

LME
BE/ME

1.863
1.643 1.704 2.296 1.056

1.699
1.710

Similarly, in a multiple regression analysis, the problem of multicolinearity is

more prominent. Therefore, the diagnostic check of the model has been

conducted using variance inflationary factor (VIF) of explanatory variables to

detect the multicolinearity problem, if any, associated with multiple regression

of specification IV to VII. The values of DW statistics and VIF associated with

several specifications of the model are reported in Table 4.7

As argued by Durbin and Watson (1951), if computed DW is less than lower

bound critical  value (dL), there is enough evidence to believe that the problem

of positive autocorrelation exists. If it lies between dU to 4-DU, there is no

evidence of autocorrelation.  However, if completed DW falls in between of

lower and upper bound critical values, the result is inconclusive as to whether

the problem of autocorrelation exists or not. Table 4.11 indicates that computed

DW for all the model specifications falls in between dU to 4-DU so that there is

no evidence of autocorrelation. With regard to multicolinearity, the Table 4.7

also shows that variance inflationary factors (VIF) of explanatory variables

across all the model specification are significantly  lower than 10. Therefore,

there is also no evidence of multicolinearity in the regression model.
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Chapter 5

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Summary

The studies associated with cross-sectional variation in common stock returns

provide an important insight into the understanding of pricing implication of

common stock. Much attention have been paid in past in this regard to explore

what determines common stock returns in the context of developed capital

markets. In recent years, studies have started to examine this phenomenon in

the context of emerging markets around the globe as well. However, little

efforts have been made to explore this issue in the context of Nepalese Stock

Market. Stock market in Nepal has been Experiencing a bearish trend since last

few years and has been more volatile than ever in past. Monopoly market

structure, very less practice of financial analysis among investors, immature

and uncompetitive broker services, poor regulation and governance structure,

lack of investment awareness program, unfavorable political environment, and

unbalanced structure of market are some of the major characteristics of

Nepalese Stock Market. Within the avenue of these features, the market is also

experiencing limited volume of trading, few investors, absence of

professionalism, slow market growth, limited information available to

investors, and so on. As a result, there exists an unpredictable environment as

to what affects stock returns in Nepal. Therefore, this study attempted to

identify how different firm specific variables affect cross-sectional stock

returns in the context of Nepal.
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The studies on pricing implication of common stocks began since the

publication of seminal work of Markowitz (1952) - the mean-variance portfolio

theory. Following the underlying assumptions of the portfolio theory, Sharpe

(1964), Linter (1965), and Black (1972) then proposed widely argued asset

pricing theory- the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). The CAPM

hypothesized that investors price only systematic risk measured by beta. The

model predicts a positive relation between stock returns and beta. Empirical

studies of U.S. stock markets, however, showed significant relations between

stock returns and several firm specific variables, some of which explain stock

returns better than beta. For example, Basu (1977) found that stocks wi if

cancel th low price-to-earnings ratios have higher average returns than stocks

with high price-to-earnings ratios. Similarly, Banz (1981) showed that stocks of

firms that are small in terms of market value of equity (defined as firm size)

have higher beta-adjusted returns than stocks of larger firms. Further, Fama and

French (1992) examined the joint role of beta, size, leverage, book-to-market

equity, and earnings-to-price and documented that firm's size and book-to-

market equity ratio have significant predictive power to explain cross-sectional

variation in common stock returns. Since then, the studies have evolved the

attempts to identify firm specific characteristics which explain differences in

common stock returns.

This study basically aimed at examining the cross-sectional variations in

common stock returns with respect to firm specific variables. The specific

objectives of the study are: (a) To analyze the relationship between stock

returns and firm specific variables (b) to evaluate CAPM in explaining stock

returns in Nepal, (c) to examine whether CAPM beta alone can predict stock

returns, or inclusion of firm size and book-to-market equity subsume the beta

effect on stock returns, (d) to evaluate whether inclusion of this variable

subsume the effect of beta, firm size, and book-to-market equity.

This study relied on the use of secondary sources of data. The data used to

examine cross-sectional variations in common stock returns consist of total 210
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observations of a sample of 30 enterprises listed in NEPSE during the period

2000/01 through 2010/11. The firm specific variables used in the study are firm

size, book-to-market equity and earnings-to-price ratios including stock beta.

The method used to analyze the properties of movement in common stock

returns include one-way sort of portfolio formed on stock beta, firm size, book-

to- market and earnings-to-price ratios. The methods also include correlation

analysis, simple and multiple linear cross-sectional regressions, empirical

CAPM to identify the directions and magnitudes of relationship between

common stock returns and firm specific variables. The regressions were run to

identify the effect size of these explanatory variables on common stock returns.

Both parametric and non-parametric tests were used to test the significance of

the parameters and models. The results indicate that stock beta and book-to-

market equity ratios are the most significant predictor of common stock returns

in Nepal across all the analyses and models.

Based on the analysis of data, the major findings of the study are summarized

as follows:

Major Findings

1. The analysis of the one-way sort of portfolios on stock beta, firm size,

book-to-market equity shows that larger firms and the firms with larger

stock betas have higher returns, where as the firms with high book-to-

market equity and earnings yield ratios have lower returns. The results

indicate that variability associated with common stock returns is larger

for the firm larger size and stock beta while it is lower for the firms with

high book-to-market equity and earnings-to-price ratios.

2. In simple regressions of stock returns on each of the firm specific

variables ( stock beta, firm size, book-to-market equity), the study

reveals a significant positive relationship of stock returns with stock beta

and firm size, and a significant negative relationship with book-to-

market and earnings-to-ratios. The stock beta, firm size, and book-to-
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market coefficients are 0.165, 0.174, and -0.377 respectively and all are

significant at 1 percent.

3. Multiple regression of stock returns on stock beta and firm size also

reveals significant positive relation of stock returns with both stock beta

and firm size. The regression coefficient of stock beta is 0.158 and size

coefficient is 0.090 and both are significant at 1 percent level.

4. The results of multiple regression of stock returns on stock beta and

book-to-market equity also reveal a significant positive relation of stock

returns with stock beta and a significant negative relation with book-to-

market equity ratio. The stock beta coefficient is 0.152 and 0.246 and

both are again significant at 1 percent level.

5. The regression results of stock returns on firm size and book-to-market

equity in a multiple regression show that firm size looses it statistical

significance although the sign of the size coefficient is positive. Book-

to-market equity still has its consistent negative coefficient of -0.351

significant at 1 percent level.

6. Inclusion of stock beta as one of the explanatory variable in multiple

regressions along with firm size, and book-to-market equity shows the

negative sign of size coefficient, although it is not significant. However,

the coefficient of stock beta is still positive and that of book-to-market

equity is negative, both are significant at 1 percent level. This multiple

regression results confirm the significant role of stock beta and book-to-

market equity in predicting stock returns.

7. In a multiple regression of complete form, where all explanatory

variables have been included, only stock beta and book-to-market equity

are found to have significant explanatory power while size and earnings-

to-price effects are not significant.
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5.2 Conclusion

The major conclusion of this study is that the firm size and earnings-to-

price ratios do not explain the common stock returns in the context of stock

market in Nepal. The results show the inconsistent relationship of firm size

and earnings-to-price with common stock returns, and hence their effects

are not conclusive. On the other hand, book-to-market equity and stock beta

effects on common stock returns are consistent across all the analyses and

all the specifications of the model. The results indicate very strong role of

stock beta and book-to-market equity to explain common stock returns in

Nepal. Stock beta has consistently significant explanatory power in all the

models indicating that stocks with higher beta have higher returns.

Similarly, book-to-market equity also has consistent significant negative

relation with stock returns in all cases. The results associated with positive

and significant relationship between stock returns and beta do not support

the findings of some earlier studies such as by Basu (1977), Banz (1981),

Bhandari (1981), Stambaugh (1982), Fama and French (1992), among

others. Although, the results support underlying hypothesis of the Sharpe

(1964), Linter (1965), and Black (1972) that average stock returns are

positively related to market beta, the empirical validity of CAPM cannot be

established because intercept term in CAPM empirical model is also

significant. Market risk factor and size factor have significant positive

relation with excess returns and book-to-market factor has significant

negative relation. However, the direction of relationship between size and

book-to-market equity factors and excess stock return contradicts with

priori hypothesis. The findings of this study thus present some surprising

results in relation to role of firm specific variables.
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5.3 Recommendations

The study reveals that the cross-section of stock returns can be explained by

stock beta and book-to-market equity ratio. Therefore, investors are

recommended to examine the market risk factor proxied by beta and the book-

to-market equity ratio before making stock investment choice in the context of

Nepal.

This study used annual closing price of shares of common stock to provide an

estimate of stock returns and annual closing NEPSE index to calculate market

return.  Annual Closing price and stock indexes are suffered from high

deviations and thus inflate the annual returns.  Therefore, future studies should

be directed towards computing returns from daily or weekly or monthly

observations of closing prices.

This study has assumed linear relationship between stock returns and

explanatory variables.  In emerging markets, it is expected that there exists

non-linearity.  Moreover, emerging markets are categorized by less frequent

transactions termed as thin trading.  In order to incorporate these issues, the

future studies are suggested to apply non-linear models to test the predictive

power of explanatory variables.

This study used few firm specific variables to access the cross-sectional and

variations in stock returns.  Inclusions of some other variables, for example

cash flow to price (Chan, Hamao and Lakonishok (1991)), leverage (Fama and

French (1992)), annual sales growth (Davis (1994)), sales-to-price and debt-to-

equity ratio (Barbee, Mukherji and Raines (1996)), may provide an important

insight into the cross-sectional relationship of common stock returns in Nepal.
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